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The horse must pull the
wagon.
as the colt
is too young to he allowed to feel any part of it
‘’are must be
taken not to over-drive.
\ mile Is surtl
ciept.
the
summer,
During
hay and oats
are slid to he fed to the colt, and he should
never on
any account be turned out to
Grass may be given as an alteragrass.
tive
however
ii care has been taken
with him he will retain the symmetry he
possessed when a suckling. In this way
the colts are to be brought on until the fall
after they are two years old, when they
may be placed in the hands of a skillful
trainer or reserved for training purposes
By that time- their character will perhaps
have become sufficiently developed, so that
he selection of the proper individuals mav
«* made for
breeding, to he paid according
to their (purities.
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managing poultry.
-s
take r-atv it two hundred
1-'?• >n _r' the l.iv
Ing season
sojijjw variety
Sup*
•■■■''•’
i■
vi»ht yards
bn mg wen*, y Mwith
r.r
layers,
*■
ji'ssy.ohstinat' clucking hen.s
'o uittei
four yards, of twenty-live
1
mv agreed
among poultry man*
r._ s*. M -n.is; i.,* ritnquii to do Weli
'iM-ielo'-i- ;,.,i
ixi-.i vvitJi sirungers. the
dters from a yard must be confined in a
idar
,f
no
with the!* own
pen
-uls ir
same yard
ow 'our yards,
\\ f h os i:i!l pen, make
eighteen In all
i'lriiiaheu vs -I: loud. fresh water, and
us! bath. aid
.<•
cleaned regularly, a*
-M! :••• wliitev. :•-.’n*d or tre*ate.
with car
bni
add. the I'p.of being about equal to
haT
y \ el.vht v>»iits ... non sit
o
•'
b.rnn-i
;miin.!
w«* consider
io»
-I,: in dete<
>ng ar 1 removing
<o
-mad item where Lv._-re is a t on
ierai
number <dlowls
tlie sitting breed
'i’.pur* ut u lii; greater disadvantage
well '•«•••
ra- :* o: non sitters wlii not
i;v
mrinued
-a -itfiugamong rtfo
•»
'»m»-rinies feints,
i-, inoiigh tin-re :.-i
;ew ..••m- >i a -lav
when
-dug perhaps
b*?.'.' o,i without any « orre.-tc
i<-\
ve measures
lb. v commonly have perils
lasting two o* three days, or -i week,
when they
laving v;. h -nt taking to the
•-*'
at a:;
The*correspond to the
rte in. ii ..a?ing breeds.
:-i
!
lit.
in; a.de a I’ the different
a;
4
arie-ghorn- Spanish, Hamburg
••'.••I *'■ iandT.oge’be; with some
the
hi-, ^rmtieatlou oi one in
reucii breed-Uie-i which
cei'si stent in wild birds,
--a'1
*. i -'
lit t iic
err
has
id to keeper* .cho have culled to
een
lor
he least constant
a> eggs
batching
ifevc '<>: iuaov gen.-! athnw
It is a re*
trkfl! *e nst a nee <*i what u»a> t.u- brought
'•o.i*
-ed«-i 's m t and is as valnav the t.
r,iri-• is
w»,b*
it
r-uclph- of the
vish ). oi labu operating as .*< on. ndcallv
'he poultry yard as m hninun s... o»y.
he Instance- which occur rarely of fowl**
-irting steadily, though ivlongin.; to n
'train
thoroiitb non .Iters, show revei
lim [•!..:.; ..e iyp«- vVh ‘11 :(u u.-alioc
;
was uni versa1
keep your stock fully
-h
the mark d n -i breed from
s
between two n i-sitting raef
it may appear, a
rlugs though -?rauy
n
v, ith
much regnlaibv
y that
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'■••rlke out of existence at once, ten days
supt iv of eight or ten articles, such as Indian corn, wheat, rye, potatoes, rice, miller, the date, the banaua.and the bread fruit,
with half a dozen others which serve as the
Mrage of the domestic animals, and the human race would be extinct.
The house we
Inhabit, the monuments we erect, the trees
we plant, stand in some cases for
ages but
nr own frames—the stout limbs. The skillmi hands that build the houses, and set
up
due monuments, and plant the trees—have
built up, re created, everyday; and
his must be done from the fruits of the

wrMu.i'

'•'•o

:ln-

nice when twilight's dying head
Pressed her golden-sheeted bed.
And the silent stars drew near.
White and tremulous with fear.
While the night's repellent frown
Strangled the young zephyr down
Told 1 all my love to thee.
Hoping, leafing, 1 dy Lee.

Volk Spirit
and

breeding
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What Potatoes fake from the Sod.
\\

m
>ser-v.
the great deterioration
potuio .Tops during the past ten or
twenty year1- and wnai is the cause of this
alarming .in.reuse to tubers:
'an science
1

in o-i-

..r-Mimry

poinr

oiu

m**

reason or

:, »od
whl' h the potatoe demands
We had « held ot potatoes upon the farm
’.on
whi h yielded
bushels to tile acre this
may be regarded us an old-fashioned crop,
this
removed
from the soil In tiiburs
rop
amt tups it least 400 pounds of potash; also
moves I'd pounds of
phosphor!' add.
N-r«. :hr-.se amounts are
very large, and
•"'ov
show that, the potato plant is a
-.o ; onsnmer of the two
substances, and
-hows that.in order to restore our
i’
Melds to their former productive
;■

amount oi

iiion,

;

we

must

supply phosphatic

com-

‘UL’ds and substances holding potash in
iaigc quantities. For six or eight, genera
fd<H in Few Fngiand, our lathers have
•en exhausting the soil,
by removing these
in their potato and other
age:.'
crops, and
w
:kreadied a time when the vegetable
ng in oni fields for want oi its
'-hr food.
farmers have found that
l* w
land gives the best crops, and this Is
ir
> the laet that such fields afiord flic
most potash
Bn so long as we crop our
pastures mo unreasonably, we euunor resou !m new land, as laud is not new that
■'? jtofash and
phosphate elements
lit member
grazing animals
potato Meld which ghbut 100
i-;ieF i
’he a* re requires at least 100
: mm].potash, but by allowing the tops
h
>
uv upon lhe field, CO
pounds of this
ccm to red ts the soil
again, as that amount
"litaineo m them a medium crop of
pc'atopF requires t wice us much phosphoric
a
n; xs a medium
rop d wheat, so that in
wo yours with wheat, the land is
deprived
>i no mon ot the
agent than it loses in one
'■'*f
tat
s
Boston J<>urna 1 of
fhemi-trt.
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f.nn and muscles,
ik-- A Its own trotting speed, but
Mm
haracte: ; intensify the dis'h it it nmv be again transmitted

generation

with redoubled

•.•rce.

A* trie outset Mu
confidence of the colt
11:1^ he gained
fV.ii contracts Mit music*. and nucU-r iiM iuttnetn e tin '■cqulslte
i.-t! >n aniiot be devr. M.. ».
lienee, wlit-u
"it i* born, it .should be oared for with
he
V utmost gentleness
\fter it lias learnr<
■&' lorn sugar from tlie hand, it may
I
.» runs
:-a
eretf
u' k or rears, give

Stand it Ms .side, talk to
i lentv or im«-.
giv» It sugar, and urge it along with a
halter
very slight touch with the end oi
r a gent!*- pat ol tlie hand
II the colt
ts angry, keep your own temper and pet
After it is broken, power may be asr

tin*

This is the ease whether milk
or wheat i- fed
lint i is remunerative to
make ibis pork; it is therefore made, if
you waul pork for vour own use, solid,
bearing the heat, and a sweet morsel when
cooked, you must ieed the grains.
'lid torn makes, perhaps, as good pork
as anything
Teas are excellent and pay
weir
We used formerly to fat with peas
Willi
good

irsults; our

a

Ifllxtu

e
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Ulese

the grains, is good.
Soak, and then
feed, and give cold water to drink.
Gold water, also, to cool the heated body
of the animal in hot weather, Is necessary,
that is, access to water—better if showered
or
dripping copiously, as we have a case in
town, where the race of a mill is made to
do this, keeping the hogs and the pen dean
and cool. There Is evident comfort and
prosperity in this pen. There is little or no
stench, which affects pork, making vour
finest Berkshire taste strong
Plenty of litter absorbents are wanted.
Any dry material will do, particularly dry muck, or toe
cooling saw-dust, or dust from the road.
When will our farmers avail themselves of
this, ami thus increase largely the manure
pile, abate a nuisance (in the escaping effluvium i, and improve the quality of their
pork ?"
ol

■

|
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■

j

•■Never! 1 never will-"
Don't ex“Nonsense, my dear fellow
cite yourself; and above all. make no
ra-h vows.”
1
I am neither excited nor rash.

merely avow a lived determination. You
ought to know mv Hrmness of purpose.”

him to be

firm of purpose, and hoping
“You have forgotten im promise,"
-aid Frank.
they did not pester him much.
■I lorgnt nothing,
said the lawyer.
evening, contrary to bis usual custom. Frank went out to take his evening "You are not an idiot
enough to regard a
and
seated himself on a lmgh silly sjiee ;h made in jest as binding
smoke,
ttat

•no

boulder in trout of the villa, where there
was ,i fine view of the
picturesque valley
beneath
He was in a moralizing mood,
and as the curling smoke wreathed around
his head, he fell into an abstruse train of
thought, which was broken presently by
the sound of music.
“It’s Miss Beauchamp s harp he mentally exclaimed, and held his breath lo
listen.
After a prelude, both skillfully and expressively played, the musician struck
the opening notes of “Anld Robin Gray,’’
and commenced singing in a clear, fresh,
pure voice, and when, during the Last

"Firmness of rubbish !” said the other,
Now. <• une, Frank, talk like a sensible
lellow. u von can. Here yon are. with
some seven thousand a year, broad lands,
and a splendid house, tin' last of an old
family, a line scholar, and a handsome
fellow—two-and-thirty years of age, and
l.ook at vottr dress—neglected
a hermit,
and slovenly ; your hair and beard—un- grieved.
He was lounging at his own gate one
kempt and ragged ; your general-appearance, that of an inveterate old bachelevening, about a mouth alter the wager,
when he became conscious of an unusual
or-”
•‘True," interrupted .Mr. Frank, with a hustle in tlie neighborhood of the other
merrv laugh, •■! look likenn old bachelor,
gate: and while he was puzzling his
brains to determine the cause, a dark,
and i am what I look.”
“Hang if, man !” exclaimed the other. handsome brougham drove up ami sloplo you think that your wealth and posi- ped, ami a tall, soldierly-looking gentletion entail no duties upon you?”
man alighted and stood at the door, ready
•■■fust look here, my triend,” resumed to hand its occupant out. Curiosity is a
Frank, rising from the lounge on which i failure to which the best of men arc open,
Dialectics are and Mr. Frank slyly turned his head in
he had been reclining.
lost upon you, but there remains an ar- that direction and smoked furiously.
He saw Hie gentleman hand out two
gument, which, if proverbs arc to be relied
n, is the touchstone of -t person of ladies, who were closely veiled ; lie saw
vo ir mental calibre.”
him give Hie driver some directions, and
A wager ?" said his friend.
then accompany the ladies into the house,
Mr. Frank nodded his head.
he heard the gate slam and their foot“Y'ott talk I steps on the gravel, their voices, even.
“Good," said the other.
bp
What shall
tho Then the door opened and closed, and
sensibly at last.
amount i1"
the new tenants were at. home.
"And downright impudence 1 call it,"
Acnnple nf hundred,’ said Mr. Frank,
1
urnillire
and
it you think your
effects said Mr. Frank, “to come here with an
as
at
an
letch
much
to
would
auction,
affectation of mystery, veiled like the
with h they will certainly he brought it Persian women, or pig-faced ladies, or
tin1 money is not paid."
Alokann.as
It serves me right for peep“Very well.” replied his friend, confi- ing.
I'll not look out of the window tor
hundred
bet
two
I’ll
a
month and if they come intruding uppounds,
dently,
you
on me i'll give orders to have them kickyou’re a married man in two years,”
Hadn't von better make it two thou- ; ed out."
"Two
sand years?” said Mr Frank.
Singularly enough, lie omitted to give
‘Prepare, toy poor : his servants directions to that effect, and
years !” he repeated.
fellow, at the end of that time, to be sold he did not observe h:- resolutions with reour, and your wile and children turned gard to tiie window
But the fatal wall
on’ to starve."
prevented any movements of the Beauliw speaker, Au Frank (. huii hiil, was
champs irnni observation, and stay there

verse,

3^

unapproachable

loner

o.

.-.‘fll.t

lix'V

tvt'lf

on

the

gravel interrupted

1 believe I have the honor of address-

ing Mr. Churchill ?”

r

“At your service, sir."
“Then, I trust I shall no! olVend you by
plain speaking. Mrs. Beauchamp, her
daughter, and myself, were under the impression that you disliked—in tael, had a
nervous horror of music in any form.”
“May I inquire your grounds for such
belief?” asked Frank.
“Certainly,” was the reply. ••The
description of von given bv vonr amml,
Mr. Ford.”
‘•And the scamp said 1 detested mu>i»\
did he ? Confound his impudence! it is
a
passion of mine, my dear sir and l

..

it it shall be

kept.”

“You do not regret ii then ?” said
Ford.
“Most imfeignedly,” was the reply.
“I hourly regret that in a foolish moment
I have bound myself in such a manner;
and, having done so. yon would not
tempi me to forswear myselt.”
“i)o you love the young lady ?” asked

Ford.
“1 do love her,” replieit Frank, after a
brief hesitation, speaking with emotion.
“Heaven knows 1 love her very dearly.
How could I help myself? Apart froiu
her beauty and talents, look at her tender. generous heart. She has made me
human once more; and in doing so she
lias proved the lolly of my first mad
dream, and tauglc me how a pure woman
is loved.”
“Hut for this promise von would ask her
then ?” said Ford.
Mr. Frank sighed hut did not reply.
Herr's l/wett, with ■<; gnu. Pimetu
al to a minute.
How d’ve vmi do, Gerald ?"
“Charlie,” exclaimed the officer, shaking hands warmly. “Now this is lucky.
1 have some business for you.”
“What can you have to do in the law
asked Void.
“Congratulate me you two,” cried
have proposed and been
l.yeett gaily.
accepted, and you are wanted to draw
the marriage settlements."
“The lady,” said Mr. Frank averting
bis taee—“who is the happy one ?”
“My charming cousin,” replied the

captain.
There

was

Frank said in

a

a

"'

■

j

arranged

granting

on

was

...

Heir to a tine fortune, amt hearer of
an ancient name, winner of high honors
crack shot, a daring rider, a
at Oxford,
dabbler now and then in poetry, the possessnr of a line intellect, and a heart
whose innate generosity and tenderness
not even his studied eccentricity could
conceal lie was a perpetual thorn in the
side of every mother with marriagealde
daughters for miles around
The other individual whom 1 have so
unceremoniously introduced was ids legs! vestry?" inquired Frank, suddenly alive to
adviser, and a man of business, Mr the duties whieh that position entailed upCharles Ford, an old college chum, and on him, and which he had previously iyiMr, Churchill's only visitor
tematically neglected
Here von are," said Mr. l ord, hold•■No," replied the rector, smiling at
That”
and
the
vnurs,
his new-born real; “Out doyee can prestamp-.
ing up
this is mine.”
cede me as usual and supply tour place,
hut lie cannot play the organ."
On die rtfreenth Jay
•‘.Tune fifteenth, tsiu
of Julie. 1ho3, 1 promise to pay to Fram.-ts
"The fact is, 1 don’t feel very well."
Churchill. H«q., or hi- order, the sum of two ■said Frank, ‘‘and don't know whether I
hundred pounds sterling, provided tie shall so
shall he able to attend church or not.
long continue, and he at the time of demand free
Have you visit
from any matrimonial engagement, and un- However, ii I can l will.
f ills Ford
ed the new people
married
£200
■The Beauchamps, do you mean No;
n
dead robbery, said Mr. 1 was thinking of doing- st, this morning,"
“ThiFrank, dipping his pen in the ink, pre- said the rector.
In the course of the day Mr, Frank.reparatory to signing his note
■‘Stop a moment,” interrupted Mr. ceived a note to the effect that, as he did
i have something to tell you not feel altogether well, the lector had
Ford.
which m:tv alter your mind- I've let the endeavored to liml a substitute for the orhouse.’'
ganist elsewhere; he had succeeded, and
“And pray how does the fact of your therefore would not trouble him. The
having let the adjoining house hear upon name of the substitute was not mentioned,
this matter!-1” inquired .Mr. Churchill, loft- and Frank divined that it was the reetoWs
wife to whom the allusion was made, she
ily.
■I've let ii in a lady, that's all.” re- being an accomplished musician.
plied Mr. Foi d.
•Sunday came, and Mr. Frank on rising
“The deuce you have?” exclaimed found himself so much better, that lie not
1
--This
ian
Frank.
organized swindle,
only went to church, lint spent ten minutes at his glass before he did go, a
suppose
“You forget that your firmness of pur- thing which he had not done lor years.
“The people will most likely intrude
pose would defeat any scheme of that
sort, even il I were capable of entering upon me in the family pew,” he thought,
Ford
with
a
Mr.
it."
stv
as
he stalked along; ‘hut I'll soon show
replied
upon
smile
them whom they have to deal with.'’
\s I,, you capability of swindling,”
He was disappointed.
No one intrudretorted Frank, “the honorable dealings ed upon him; lint about five minutes to
oi lawyers are matters of history.”
eleven the military gentleman entered the
“Il you are frightened you'd better not church, escorting a pleasant looking eldsign if," observed the lawyer.
erly lady dressed in black, and ushered
“1’tightened!” echoed the owner of her into the rector's pew. A moment af‘The Beeches," scornfully; “I don't know ter the rector entered with his wife, and
the. feeling.
Xo, my unfortunate victim, leaving her with the. strange lady, walked
I am not frightened. There’s your note, into the vestrv.
Who is this ogre you
“Ihe young lady stops ai home eating
give me mine.
nave introduced
pastry and reading novels.” said Air
•The lessee ot the villa!-1 Mrs. Beau- Frank to himself.
••Scandalous! 1 wonder what she thinks of herself?”
champ,” was tiie reply.
A widow r said crank.
.lust as the clock began to strike eleven
A
widow,'' responded Mr, Ford. the vestry door was opened, and the recHer husband was a friend of mine."
tor came out in his surplice, at the same,
■•Shabby-genteel woman, with a heap instant a low sweet strain arose from the
ol brats, I suspect?” said Frank, with a organ, and tlie player glided into a volundoleful grimace.
tary, a favorite of Frank’s and one which
lie fondlv imagined no one eotild play on
“You are wrong." said Mr. Ford.
that organ but himself, lie sat motion“She has only one child.”
“And that one a great, reckless, fat- less until its conclusion, and then he j
faced youth, ready to roll orchards, climb stealthily changed his seat and faced the j
fences, break my palings and windows, instrument. The curtains were closely !
place
throw stones, and play the deuce general- drawn, and nothing of the player could
The young lady bowed her acknowllie seen,
ly.” said Frank.
edgement.
Frank was puzzled, and almost inclined
“You are at fault again,” said Mr.
"The house
1
conFord, lighting a cigar. “It is a daugh- to resent the excellence of the instrument- tinued Frank. pleases yon, hope.”
lie bit his
ter, a young lady id seventeen, who will alist as a personal insult,
“Very much indeed,” she replied.
not rob orchards, climb fences, break moustache savagely, held his hook upside j
"We like it remarkably well; it is all we
palings or windows, or throw stones, down, and lorgot altogether his duty, could desire.”
though she might play old Harry by mar- which was performed by the unmusical
“The partition wall is rather too high,”
Joyce.
rying you.-’
said Frank.
"I had it raised to train
When the service was concluded, he I
“I’d like to catch her at it ?” exclaimed
but 1 find that—that it interFrank.
lingered until the rector was passing I peaches,
feres with the southern light, and it yon
“Take mv advice old boy,” said the out, and joined him, walking with him as j
have no objection I'll have it reduced.”
lawyer; “shut up this place, bury your- far as the rectory gate. The strangers
They had no possible objection, and it
self at ‘The Beeches,’ npver go out, live j had quitted the church with the clergythat the work was to be
was
with closed shutters and admit no one to j man’s wife, and having stood in convercommenced the next day, and that the
for
a few seconds at the door, were !
sec her you
sation
for
if
once
your presence,
you
excursion to "The Beeches” should take
are a hopeless case.”
joined by a younger lady, who came from :
at the earliest opportunity.
“And I?” said Frank grimly; “I’ll tlie organ loft, and quitted the church in place
♦
****.#
+
show yon a trick worth two of that. a brougham.
‘‘1 am glad tasee you looking so well, ;
A year had passed since the introGranting that. I—though ot course, I never shall—but
the possibility of i Mr. Churchill,” said the rector. ••! tear- duction, and Mr. Ford was at his villa
my falling in love with the girl, (ridien- i ed you had relapsed when yon omitted to for the shooting once more. He found
lous idea 1). I would never tempt For- i precede me to the vestry, as you were so ! considerable changes in his host, and was
tune after my first experience.
I have ; anxious to do on Friday.”
rather inclined to be more hopeful abont
resolved to die single, and 1 shall keep
“I forgot it altogether,” said Frank, his bet. In the first place, the old dressmy determination.”
looking after the brougham, and coloring ing gown which Mr. Frank had been in
“She will make you break it.” said Mr
faintly. “You have secured an invalua- the habit of wearing, had been discarded
ble substitute for Parsons at the organ.” for a Christian gentleman’s dress; the
Ford.
“Miss Beauchamp is a beautiful per- shocking had hat was amongst the things
“Never!” exclaimed Frank.
mean
“And so yon
to say,” continued former—quite at home with the instru- which had been; his hair and heard were
“She has neatly trimmed, and he did not walk
Mr. Ford, "that if, when you see this ment,” replied the rector.
young lady, you find hpr to be beauti- kindly promised to supply poor Parsons’ about the village in slippers like a cripful and good, modest, accomplished and place until he recovers.”
ple. He gave little recherche dinners
well-bred, ol good birth and honorable
■■Very good in her, indeed,” muttered and held card-parties. He escorted Miss
lamily, and you were to fall in love Frank with a grimace and after making Beauchamp on Iter errands ot mercy
With her and sec every prospect ot sue- ! his adieus he strode oft' home.
amongst the poor, and did his best to asty.

sealed by my word of honor."
replied Frank; “and if my life depended
It

moment's silence; then
! am
broken voice;
sorry 1 cannot join you to-day; 1 have
just recollected an appointment in town
I will meet you at
which must be kept.
dinner," and went out without another
won I
‘•What’s the matter
was delighted
in.|iliiv I l.yeett;
beyond measure a: the
“is lie ill
song just concluded.'1
“Can’t say" was the reply
“There must he some misconception,”
“Perhaps
He wiil be better in the evening. 1
said the captain. “Mr. Ford was quite l so.
positive about it. and. in addition, said dare sav.”
While his triend- were m the stubble.
that the mere sight of a new face made
r»uni.
»*.■!.■»
*1
you ii>
_*««* imvii in r/»«;• c-c
lie lias grossly misrepresented me, press
l'he news which Captain l.ycett
and deceived von, sir’” exclaimed the had announced had cut him to. the heart
owner of “The Beeches,” warmly.
he was conscious that Julia could never
'Herald
said a voice close behind he Ins; the promise tin* accursed promise,
them at this moment, and when Mr
prevented that hut he had never con1- an!; turned his head, he round himself templated her being the wife ot another.
in the presence oi Miss Beauchamp.
She He had taken their hnppv life a3 it earn**,
^topped abruptly on seeing him: hut the and neyer anticipated ?lie* day when a
husband ami children should prevent her
captain interposed.
Now all was ,i an
“Don't run away, Julia,” he said, tak- participating in it
end.
She would marry hei cousin, an t
‘We have been bam
ing her lu-nd.
leave
the
boozled, it \ppears. with regard to our pe ’haps
pleasant house «> dear to
mysterious neighbor, and are in duty him because she lived there, never to return.
He might never see her more, or
hound to make up for our neglect. Mr
it he did, only with Itei husband at her
< 'hurchill—Miss
Beauchamp.”
The young lady bowed, and murmured side, and her children at her knee.
something about the pleasure of making Other cares, other duties, another
Tic* past wa
his acquaintance.
What she did say, Mr. existence would conn-.
Well. Hi aven
Frank never knew, for he had the use of dead and its ashes cold.
lie exclaimed
“and iii.iv h*-r
none ol
liis faculties, save vision, and bless her*
made up for the loss of his other reuses husband love her as well a- I do, and her
children make her life as htppv as she
by using his eyes to some purpose.
It was worth his while. The young has made mine.”
it was
when Frank readied
lady could hear inspection. She was his house, evening
and to his surprise he found
slightly aimer the middle height, but so that neither Mr. Fold nor
the captain was
beautifully formed as not to appear so,
The servant said that a letter had
with fair hair that crowned the proud there
arrived from J.ondon for the lawyer, and
little head like an aureola, a delicate but
had been given to him on his return from
healthy flush on her cheek, and an exshooting; that on opening it be seemed
pression in her blue eyes that made Mr. disturbed
and uneasy, and with the reFrank’s heart quicken its motion.
“Mr. Churchill says that his alleged mark that it contained bad news tor Mrs.
aversion to music is untrue.” said Cap!. Beauchamp had gone to her house, acthe captain.
Lycett; “so you need not deny yourself companied by
Hastily ordering dinner In be kept
the use of your piano.”
IF* found
back. Frank followed him
“Certainly not. I'm passionately loud Ford, and Mrs.
Beauchamp, who was in
i-l music,” stammered Frank, “and Miss
tears.
Beauchamp plays and sings like an --an
“My dear madam, what can hav.*
angel”
“You flatter me,” said the young lady : happened?*’ exclaimed Frank.
“Nor much,” said Charlie handing him
“and T am not foci of flatteiv. Mr.
“Bickersteth St Co have
an open letter.
Churchill.”
that is all. and Mr-. Beauchamp
“I assure 'on 1 do not.'
rejoined smashed,
Frank. “I sat here ‘ntranced while you is ruined.”
Frank took the note and read it.
it
sang.”
was
short, and was from Ford's
“Tolerably gal lard for a hermit, is he clerk,very
who stated that the firm mentioned
not
Julia?” said the captain.
“Mr.
Churchill actually favored me with a de- had failed, and there was no hope <>f remoniac glance because my footsteps in- covering anything.
“Von were a shareholder in this comterfered with your song.”
pany, madam?” said Frank.
was
r ran ..
s:uii
iiiumyeu,
••Mrs. Beauchamp held twelve thouowe Ford one for having deprived me of
sand pounds ot shares, paid tip entirely,
the pleasure until now, and 1 shan't forexcept the last titty pound call,” said the
get to tell him so when lie comes.”
“Mr. Ford intends coming down, lawyer.
“And this blow ruins her?11 said Frank.
then ?” inquired Captain hycett.
“Totally,11 said Mrs. Beauchamp; “so
"He will be here next week I'm the
entirely, my dear triend, that I shall ha veshooting,” replied Frank. "May we to
leave this pleasant house, and seek to
hope you will do us the favor of joining earn
I do not care
my own livelihood.
us ?”
so much for
myself as for my poor girl
"I shall he delighted to do so,” was the
whose happiness is wrecked.*’
reply. "In fact, it was only Mr. Ford’s there,
Frank looked out of the window, and
representations of your hatred of man- saw
raptain l.ycett and Miss Beauchamp
kind generally that prevented us front
in the garden. One look at her happy
asking to examine the house and grounds face decided
him.
at ‘The Beeches.’
“1 shall not. be,” lie said halt aloud.
"Ford lias a great deal to answer for."
demand“What shall not he, Frank
said Frank. "It Mrs. and Miss Beaued Ford.
champ will honor ‘The Beeches’ with an
<d
“This
le*r
wrecking
happiness,”
inspection, 1 shall he delighted to act as said Frank.
“Look you. madam I’ll Imy
is worth the, visit.”
cicerone. The

Mr Frank assured liltuseii that he had
done n wise thing in causing its petition—rather ton otten, it tlie truth la- told,
entire sincerity -and regretted that ther.seemed to lie no means of avoiding the
sight oi them on Sunday at ehuvcli
On Friday the reetnr called on him,
and having informed him that the organist had been taken ill, requested him
take his place on the ensuing Sunday
■‘Have you forgotten that I arn church
warden, and have to precede yon to the

ot men, in tins coun-

footstep

consciously have annoyed you, sir; but
Miss Beauchamp was under the impression that you were not within hearing,
and consequently considered herself at
liberty to indulge in her music.”
“Fray, wlmt has my absence to do
with Miss Beauchamp’s plaving .1” demanded Frank rather bluntly
Captain Lyeett hesitated.

■

most

a

Frank’s enjoyment, he looked up with a
frown, anil an impatient exclamation.
The soldier—Captain Hveett, as he had
heard him palled—stood 'before him.
There was silenee for a moment or two,
and then lilting his hat gracefully, the
captain said, “1 regret that we should un-

■ ■

-erTcd in the stable with the whip, if necesout in breaking n colt or handling a
>alk\ florae, a lump of sugar or a handful
: oats will quiet anger and restore
serer/Ity
almost immediately. Two things go to prothe
called
disposition
lucjng
balky—a horse j
iod a man
Ji a married man, you should !
reflect on the manner in which you are !
i .erned by your wife. She mentions, perfmps, that Mrs. Tones has a very becoming
tonal.
\ ou reply that Jones can afford it j
ut you can’t—very balky. She counts ten, 1
Savory Biscuit. Have the weight of
'miles sweetly; takes great pains to have ! nine
eggs of sugar in a bowl, which put In
» dinner to suit
you brings you a glass of • a jar of hot water, weigh the same weight
wine because you look so tired.
Vou ask of flour, which sift through a wire sieve
f"»w much a new bonnet will eost, and the
upon paper; break the eggs Into a bowl,
v ictorv Is
won.
When the colt is broken and proceed as directed for
sponge cake,
baiter, it Is to be led by the side of Its then with a paper funnel or bag, with a tin
mother by a careful man who rides the pipe made for that
purpose, lay it out upon
uarc
:
When It breaks Into a gallop it papers into biscuits three Inches in
length,
should not be suddenly checked, but by j and the thickness of
your little Anger, sift
the
moderating
pace of the mare and
sugar over, shaking off all that does not
twitching the halter it may by degrees be adhere to them; place them upon baking•rought to a trot. Catching readily after a sheets, and bake in rather a warm oven of
•eak is to be taught at this
age, and the j a brownish yellow eolor. When done, and ;
lesson once learned will never be
forgotten, cold, detach them from the paper by wetThe colt should have all the oats it could j
ting It on the back. Place them a short !
ut. aud should never be
It time to dry
fatigued.
-honId never be tied In a stall, but after
weaning -hould run in a yard with an open }
To Frkservb Hams From Flies.
The j
r*ox
Recollect that
distempers are usually I skippers, as they are called, are the larva
*he result of
or sudden
of the meat-fly. To prevent their attacks
mismanagement,
hanges of food, or confinement, and that envelope the hams and bacon In thick paper
j
urbs and sprains arc almost,
always conse- ! wrapping carefully, so that the meat is
quent on confinement and violent, irregular completely covered. Then the meat Is put
The colt that has been two or Into a cotton
cxerrlsi
bag, which Is sown up closely.
three days in the stable plunges violently j The fly can not
penetrate both envelopes
is
11
when let
loose
nervous forces has
with its ovipostor, and if no holes or small
been augmented by rest, while his ligaopenings are left, the meat may be preservments and muscles have become weak and ed from it.
We have also packed the meat !
give way unable to resist the sudden strain: In wheat bran and oats In boxes and barrels
|
When a yearling; the colt 1*; to be harness- i and have been successful In
saving It. But
oi by the 3t1r of a steady hone to a stole- wo favor the flrst-mentioned
i
plan.
sary;

Wager.

s

1 had known that you had let mv “Thera will be a matrimonial engagehouse to persons who apparently form a ment. I trust
by Christmas.”
limited conventual establishment in it,
What do you mean ?” said Frank.
•
and walk about veiled like nuns. I should
You know well enough.” was the recertainly have declined to fulfill the agree- ply “What should I mean lint a wedment.
Can’t you get this tiresome woman ding'”'
and her sentimental
Between whom
daughter away
Yourself and Mis- Beauchamp.reCharley Ford grinned, and wrote to
Frank accepting the invitation, exhorting plied Ford.

■

worth tittle

or

Mr. Frank

aiu

remedying the distieulty: We think It
t-au, •'! 1 c, -u-dei to place the matter In a
iem
;h: we will point out the kind and
in

1

g

e chased hart loves the wave,
blind silence loves the gray*
penitent loves prayer.
pale passion loves despair.
Loyed I, and still love 1 thee
Angel-stolen Lily f.f.

gathered by agriculture. Everything
luxury, convenience, comfort—food

Then consider the bewildering extent of this daily demand and
which you will allow me to place
'"PI
'-fire you in a somewhat coarse mt-chanid:nsrration.
I he human race is usually
estimated m about 1,000,000,000 of indivi!• the sustenance of a portion oi a
duals.
n.Mbit.nilnons millions is derived from
»ther sources than agriculture, this cirumstance is balanced bv thefact that there
great deal of agriculture produce rais; In excess or the total demand for food.
I
then, the thoughtful htishandm&u who
desires to form a just idea of the import•' his pursuit,
reflect, when he gathers
ttie flock about him to partake the
tn 'Tiling's meal, that
1,000,000,000 fellowi3r« h, ve awakened from
sleep that mornmj
raving their daily bread, with the
•cium appetite which
reigns at his family
board: and that if, by a superior power,
hey could he gathered together at the same
•-'"‘i- hvr
sunn
meal they would fill
'■■’’•■ >mes d rive tables
reaching all round
r-he gh-‘»e where it is broadest, seated side
side, nd allowing Is inches to each individual, and that these tables an to be rctif--wed twice or thrice
Then let
every day
m
••onsider lhai, in addition to the food
bhi- human race, that oi ail the humble
•artakers ot man’s toil -the lower animals
*s bo b- provided in like manner.
These
dl wait upon agriculture, as the
agent of
th.d Providence which giveth them their
meat in du« season: and
they probably
• nsiime in
the aggregate an equal amount
produce, and, dually, let him add, in
imagination, to this untold amount of
daily
Jood for man and beast, the various articles
which are furnished, directly or
indirectly.
I to m the soil, lor
building material, furriitiio
;'i'dking and fuel. The grand total
wi
illustrate tlie primary importance of
agt':< ulture, considered as the steward—the
ommissarv—charged with supplying this
almost Inconceivable tally demand of the
human
and
lie
abject animals for
then daily Preac a want so
Imperative
•nd
that
one.,!,,promising,
death, in its
iTmsr agonizing form, is the
penalty of a
dbne in the supple.
'Edward Everett.

lady is a designing woman,” sist. her ill them. Some yen whispered
thought: "ihe daughter—1 wonder that “The Beeches” was to tic fitted up
site looks like hv the way—is a afresh, ami inhabitated
hy its owner. Ii
hypocritical dirt, and that soldier is a fop. was the country talk the great change in
Confound them. I’d like to know what Mr. Churchill, and the universal speculathey men by ignoring me Have they no tion was its cause.
manners at all ?”
Frank never heeded, but kept the even
Apparently not: for a month passed on, tenor of his way. He was happy as the
amt Mr. Frank had not been molested.
days were long, and the country gossip
If they busied themselves in the
garden did not effect him; so he told Ford, with
at
all. they carefully kept within the a laugh, as they sat at breakfast one Sep.
shadow of the wall; and as for holding, tember morning.
or endeavoring to hold,
"Our little speculation seems to be
any communication with him, he might as well have been
looking up,” said the lawyer. "My side
in the family vault.
seems to be coming up at last.
It's about
August came, and Frank Churchill did five to four I win now.”
not feel so joyous as he should have been
"No,” said his companion with an
al the thought that one-twelfth of his altered
face; “the silly bet will be mine.
had
probation
expired. He wrote to Mr. Fifteen months have already elapsed.
Ford,
him to come down to the Only nine remnin.”
inviting
“It will come to a head in less time
Shooting, and added to his letter this -*P
than that l hope,” resumed his friend.
It

Ho what he would, leetuio himsell'as
he might, Mr. Frank could no! hut feel
some anxiety and indulge in some
speculation with regard to his new neighbors.
He had been as good as his word in the
matter of the wall, for on the day following the conversation hereinbefore chronicled, the bricklayers had set to work a id
had raised ft six feet above its pristine
level.
He chuckled as he looked at it,
and pictured to himself the willow’s vexation when she lound herself debarred
from “prying’’ into his domain; for, of
course, sin- would be ol a prying disposin' n.
Hut i regret (o say he sometimes
cursed it, a; it interfered with his view ol
the preparations which were evidently
being made for the new occupant. He
saw
huge wagon-loads of furniture,
books, pianos, a harp, and an easel
brought up to the gate; but once there
he could trace them no further. In his
eagerness to shut lip the window he had
rendered the lawn of the adjoining liousp
a terra incognita to himself.
Vow and
then lie caught sight ot a servant; between whiles lie might hear voices on the
other side ot the wall; but for anything
eise the house might a* well have remained emptv. Mr. Frank began to feel ag-

j

j

j

•*

these share.-*.”

‘'Impossible, my dear lellow, they are
worthless,” said Ford,
‘‘I addressed Mrs. Beauchamp,” said
Frank. "I have some Forty thousand in
ready money, and I have taken a fancy to

these shares at par.”
“I cannot consent to such robbery, Mr.
Churchill,” said the lady.
■‘But you must, madam,” said Frank.
‘‘Listen. In buying these shares, which
may or may not he worthless, whom do
I wrong? My heir? I am the last of the
family. Myself? I have more money
than I can spend.
Who then would suffer? Observe me elosely, madam,” he
continued. "I buy the shares.
They
may turn out a good speculation. That
is the risk which 1 accept, I pay you this
money, which is worthless to me, and
you retain your position, your daughter
marries the man she loves and all is well.
On the other hand, if you refuse, you are
reduced to poverty, your daughter to Ire «
drndge, and that gallant fellow there is
ruined. 1 do not ask yon to sell them as
1 demand It as a right.
a favor.
It was
your daughter who made me, out of the
eynie 1 was, the man I am. It was her
lovely presence and the daily beauty nt
her pure life that remoyed the curse and
sorrow from my heart.
For Heaven’s
Do not wring her
sake, madam, refleet
heart and blight her life as mine has been
Her life, her happiness, her future, all lie
in your hands, and we should consider

buy

!'. is not because an

lips

with

kisses

l»i-

Jle

conspired

with

■■--

den

degraded

■,

gogues of foreign countries.with whom
colorable treaty relations existed, rbr
use

of the

ships,

arms,

and men id

r

'■

L’nited States navy, in furtherance
schemes of personal ambition and ptiv

>

plunder.
jie

eonspireu

wan me

sam-1

parn^

spoliation, arrest, mock tiial, impil<
omnent. and oppression of Davis Hit.
the

It was
the loss.

reconcile one to
enough
Captain I.veett looked distressed.
"Xnw then, listen to Mr. Frank's proto

w

lice would be

ed against the present despicable sn■■■
-oi' oi’ Jackson and of Washington

mother"Ob, my poor mamma!" she -aid, ami
her

of the

office should not be redressed or arrested
that we recently discountenanced the
mere sensationalism of a New York join
nal on a subject so grave. Were a move
merit in good faith essayed lor the tv
eovery, for the Chief Magistracy, of deonstitutional and traditional dignity. ",
which hut the vestiges remain. I>v the itis
placement of (Irani, rather than by it:.more promising method of decline
statesman to succeed him, who needmore Ilian a suggestion to perceive ilcmanifold accusations, any one ot which
under tire legal principle so stremiloits'
denied against Andrew Johnson, tied
be impcacbablc the offence must Ire ana'
gnus to a crime or misdemeanor at cun
moil law, or bv statue, could tic e-t-rldi-i

well what we do. You must accept this
Kven it' you preferred poverty
money.
to doing so. you have no right to drag
her down.”
Mrs. Beauchamp had heard certain
portions of this speech witli evident astonishment ; l)iil she made no remark at
its conclusion.
"[ will tell you what,” said Ford,
•make Julia judge, and let her decide.”
“I would rather for her to remain in
ignorance ot this.” said Frank.
“Xonsensi?! It will do no harm to tell
her,” replied the lawyer, opening the
window. "Miss Beauchamp !" he called.
The couple in the garden retraced their
steps and came in. Charles Ford concisely told the news. Julia ran to her

covered

Impeachment

present incumber.' of the Presidential

groundless, nor because
scandalotis degradation of the liver
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triumphantly.
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“Then you’re a fool, and I don’t believe you.” said Mr. Ford.
'•Ml make you believe me,” said Frank.
“>ou know that nothing on earth could
induce me to break my pledge.
That
pledge I now give you Upon mv honor
t will, at any cost, abide by what I have
just said. \Vhat will you take fervour
chance of winning now ?”
“Time tells all,’’ was the laconic reply.
“1 shan’t hedge. Frank.”
"Then the money’s mine.' -aid Frank,

\* t

DECEMBER

he

them.”
'*

As

indispensable.

you wouldn't n‘k

boundary wall, avoid any communication
with, and he a stranger if possible to

—

■*

wooing,

It’s nonsense to talk about a young
lady 1 never saw and have only .iusl
heard of,” replied Frank; “but, even in
the ease you mention, i say l would not.
I shall seclude myself here, raise the

Fluttered then her gentle breast
With a troubled, sweet unrest,
l ike a bird too near the net
Which the fowler's hand hath set
But her mournful eyes the while.
And her spirit-speaking smile,
fold me love could not dispart
Death's pale arrow from her heart

vs
A

in your

her to be your wife ?”

Hushing irom that very day
Passion pleading to have way
Folding close her little hand.
Watched I with her, till the sand.
«
’rumbling from beneath her trea t.
Lowered her softly to the dead.
Where in peace she waits for m<—
Sweetest, dearest Lily Lee.

trotting horses recommends
Pork.
navlng cultivated the disposition
viroids
m
rrdei t.ha: they mat
*
m-respondeutof the Utica Herald talks
S.
•'*
nit a tendency to trot, ami,
sensibly In relation to Ihe care ami feeding
»a?ible "iriMrai trotting gait, the cul- Oi
hogs. He -ays “the quality of pork is
t- so
long ago ommen.-ed should still be greatly influenced by the reed
The dairy
mtlnueo when the olt appears
Lostend- make- poor
pork—flabby and soft—pork
j.11» .* t is 1
aeon raged, no' only
y t
that wiil fry away much, and wiiat Is left be
lire.-tiou I.? me
aii:
at alter

MAINE, THURSDAY,

eess

t

••

•arm,
else :h

Left.

i di.i love thee. Lily Lee,
A* the petrel loves the
As the wild bee l«»ves the thyme
\s the poet loves his t hyme,
\s the blossom loves the dew-•
Hut the angeh lo\ed thee, too!

The importance of the Farmer's Work.
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American (‘iti7.cn. and others, in a i
for communicating w'th
posal, continued Mr. Ford: and he re-; American press.
He instituted war with a foreign icp
luted the conversation to them.
"You
with which this country was
pern-,
are judge Miss Julia, ami you are to decide the case,” he added. “What is i: to amity, in violation not on’y of tt.c t o
tution, which disable* tin* P *id-u
be—yes or no ?”
The two ladies whispered together for making war, but of -ubsi-ding :. <• it\
a
few minutes. Frank argued well .or illations with that power.
He negotiated with a body
his success. Hesitation is mostly tHe*
Presently Julia can usurper-*, led by I».*i.* and e
harbinger of assent
turned to the others with averted eyes to effect a compact between i.e
v
and agitated manner, a lieawmlv color tions, notwithstanding ihe ! nothrough the rejection o .'a
stealing into her cheek.
I
■Mamma consents to 'nice your money, treaty by the Senate, iia ! rem*.Mr. Churchill.’’ she said. I'.ivoting him inal for him to lo any act und -r
II misappropriated AI.
with one delicious glance, “if-if you
by joying :t over to hisprodigaii* 1 •«•
will take me
“Hurrah!'’ shouted th‘ lawye
clap- ican ac*oinp!i«.in pursuant cm: ;
n--- va
I
not yet binding or in any
lung his hands, “ftcleased Iron comwhich wa« afte vards ai-tua
promise, by Jove!”
and .oid.
Frank was dazed with happiness.
He violated ihe -tatutc
g
“But l.vcett r' lie managed to slammer
<
pay and dmie- I the priv.
at last.
1“lie is engaged to hi- cousin l.ncv," the President,wli m often.
by the establishnc-n? ot m lit
was tlie, reply.
the Kxecutive Mansion
“Not to you !’’ exclaimed Frank.
w
1 le
.t boon
iolated.
“No; Mr. l.vcett is my uncle, you ■i.-ar
ethe statufe r»*g;.he .ng
goose I1” said Julia; ami in the lace of all
tiie company, boldly and willfully, though leav. Ot absence n .*lVic< *IP1 accepted lands, good*, and
not without just provocation. Mr. Frank
-~
i.•
took her right in his arms and kissed her. in consideration <>i a4
and aggravated the -dui-*- oy n >'
accepting all manner ot oiv*cirJim Wolf and the Tom Cats.
favors, to the great s.-and1’ of tii• o
service.
nv m \uk
i u us
He violated, cons])iciiou*i\ in ih>
ot <General Sickle*, the law whit 1, :
I knew by the sympathetic glow epnn the holding •»t both a < i II and
m.
his bald head—I knew by the thought fit! office, by making that o;li
wuboic
j
look upon his lace— 1 knew lo tlic ci.ct- ''luiring him o* r»*>ign hi* m l:...
tioual Bush upon the strawberry on he mission, a diplomatic repre-oM! i\
end of the old free liver's nose, that .sin on
lie tuis illegally -impended the w
Wheeler’s memory was busy with the oh! ; hnht'a.<
■/'/ <•<, thereby violating an
so
■en times.
!
And
prepared to >-r.o, laws on the statute-book, in fc !»•
i because all these were symptoms ot a of the ci\i supremacy. ami pan ion
reminiscence—signs that lie was going to tin* act of I7d". providing punislmo
i tie delivered of another of his tiresome obstructing the process of tin* conn*
Should the ipiestion, by Im om
personal experiences; but I was too slow
As nearly as 1 practical one, deserve hereafter <
I he got the start of me.
can recollect, the infliction was couched examination of tin* acts of this p
...j,
in the following language
he would be found *o frequent !\ :
.*
We were all hoys then and didn't care lion of law, statute or c.»mm v
for nothing, and didn't worry about noth- serve tin* epithet ••lawb —*." <>n 1
ing, only to shirk school and keep up in a hand, it gros-, repeat d. <1
revivin’ state of divilment ail the time. neglect of duty. svsiem.P
Tills ver Jim Wolf 1 was talking about and oppression, manitc-t
:
\:
was the 'prentice, and lie was the best
people, parti(Milarlv min
hearted fellar, he was, and the most for- letter of praisr :• •<i « bit-*
"
givin’ and ousellish I ever sec; well, there phy. as an express .-on* r.i*'
couldn't have been a bnllier boy than he scorn, nnl notoriou- per*- m
was, take him how you would, and sorry,
teney for uppreh**nd:ng nipt
|:
sorry enough 1 was when I saw him for should enlarge the
the iast time.
Me and Harry was always tv. we hardly -ce tVom what
pestering him. ami plastering boss nut- come ail a'(c<j 11:t e defence i-- !
{ irant. -liould li** I..r-dgfu-d
«*n his back, and putting bumble-bee* in
weM Senate
his bed, ami so on, and some linn
\Va>h>ngTou Pa -.
crowd in and bunk with him, notwithstanding hi-’ growling, and we'd lei on ;
flit? Chandler-Hale Weddintf
get mad and light 7-rnss him s.» a<
W a- ii I tig
I>
'ol -i|
11• t« ••
him
like
ll
wanim
keep
stirring up
1 .>r\ II
teen ; he was long ami lank, am! b<-li1111
Hie great so. i'i 1 -Hinr :in
and we was fourteen and sixteen.tolerably
^o ‘hat night, vio
the vvetl.ling u[ Sena for < !i n* t i«
worthies* and la/\
tn.lv ter. Minnie, u iih ltmuvs* nt-u s\
know, that mv sister .\l:iry gav-H •le. ot .‘d nine.
HaJe is \ in '•!
pullin', they started n- otfto bed early
f
\ .‘.n
lick.
lie i- nn.v
as the company could have lull
-winy
1
admitted 1.* !lie • ir 14111vT• •»*ti
ami we run into dim to have -.-me bin.
d .m
Our window looked out onto the rool'oi lb went to the .ec’iscit M!“
!1 MU' Veal'- ago
arid now lc nthe ell. and about ten o dock
coup!
to
k
e
old tom eats got to rarin' and chargin' pres'ible good dm
marry
about it, and carrying on like -in. 'flier.* daughter <d me uf the rirlie-:
<'
s
e->
in
mm
vtMT rW'lu-M, Semti'U
was four inches of -now on tie- row!, and
it was frozen «o that there .v s
right Minnie 'handler S -i idond-- :ir
natnred
and g«-od humored, leu i.•••
of
i<*e
crust
on
amt
noon
smart
it.
the
crallv ranked among the le idine
w:\- shining bright. and we oould *ee them
She dress**' i- e\
First they'.! stand otV of tin1 (’ i|iif:i!
cats like davlighi.
he
and e-yow po\v-wow, ja-t :h«- -ame a- if ?a ste, md i' 1 lie J »i ide o /. ieli:u i,
they were a eussin* one not her. you know tatliei. and ot mm* good mother, who b
and bow up their back- and p'.-h tip their made it :i part of tie* mui ig.* a give m.
that tie* groom shall emic-with hi' wu
tails, ami -well round, and spit, and thei.
all of a sudden, the gray cat V d -nat-'h live under tlieii own root, lid lio
o
ii *,;.*
at
:i handful of tur out of the waller
ham. ’mg np t i.M’oe .»i Ids own
"I s**p. "vk e I'd
wav- I lee u
/•
and spin him round like the button >n
1
a
barn door; but yaller cat was game, and and it h i' '"'eii '.*ii lire Idnno
i11
ill night lid m
he'd come and clinch, and tin- way they'd like t 'oil
•
o,. \> Mt
gouge, and bite, and howl, and tic* \vv student-like \.»mi
and dark inc*, <ijuare k. id. -lin'd
they'd make the fur tly. was prweri.k.
Wei!, Jim he was disgusted with thi- Tine' and in -tatm-* lie i- m.t. d.
I h* m- •:
feet four or live :n
at 1
row, and ’lowed he’d climb out thei
ot
shake 'em ntV'en tin* root'. He hadn’t n*e y ( ',.-jgr«*S' to the «■ 1.i
ileptddi.
servatives. and i- a- :uu-*h unlike k
no notion of doin’ it, but we «-v m lasting v
dogged him. and 'lowed lc J thvav- hire f.ulhei-ill-law in ’.-nper and opu.
a
il i' possible lor
w.-k-.* In i'-d
i.c
bragged how he would not take
reef, logical young nruinl n. -dm
and s,> on, till bimeby he lusted up the
tall,
winder, and lo, beheld you, ic* went
ing I * iie unlike
hale ie 1 ki\v well-no t \V.*'i.-m
went exactly as lie was, nothing on hilt a
!■
!>
lint \ u ought to who g *t hi- edueat ion in
shirt, and it was shot
a seen him ere-e-ping over that ice. atid
good' 'fore and leari-d a 1 In d-.-a
digging his toe-nail- in to keep from -dip- about, politic' 'itting -m the bad,
denouncing the Imgb'h mi tie* oh
pin'; and, above .,!i. you ought to hav
• a
seen that slnrt-tait
tlappin' in tic- wind, «t tie- Hetroit
and them long, ridiculous shank' *i h
m
/vii.
it.wm.i i:
glistening in the moonlight.
/aeii ('handler has many
m.
Them company folks was down there incuts of • iaarueter and
many good
under the eaves, the whole sijuad of V*m He is the n.-»«t libei'al man in tie
under that ornery shed of <>M Washingt';. in the sense ot
'pending hi- money
1
Bower vines—all -ettin1 round about tw
his friend'
Now am! tlieu s.»ne*
dozen sasser* ol hot candy, which thev’d comes to
1 »r
whom / e h
Washington
And they v isot in the snow to cool.
i-i'tani i••.
a good opinion, and h
all laughin' ami talkin’ lively
lull, .]•**- to Well k
»r Wo
you, they didn’t know nothin' about tin* or some of the big caterer' and ire
panorama that was goin’ n-.j over thei: tv pvepu red which
»ini
heads.
Well, Jim he. went sneakin' up
.i
one
he m('handler
night.
to
them
loin
wen
unbeknown
cats—they
u
vivial men in emigres', md i;
:ui>l
their
swislnn
a
tails, yow-yowin
w
not for In's powerful physique h
threatenin' to clinch, you know, and not have shown tin* ravage' "1
g *l live
payin’ any attention—In* wont sneakin' im tore this. lie 1 i\
in a hand-mim
lie
of
the
til!
wa.~
to
the
comli
roof,
light
brown stone residence, which ro<t h
foot and
half of 'em, and tin*., s ;i i.i»(10—a consider.-! !c sun ol m-n
within
all of a sudden In* made a grab lor the tor
ii'iuv in Washington,
ll s im
yaller eat! But, by gosh! he missed lire dr-ie eighbors are l>r. -Johns.m. na
and slipped, his heels llew up, and lie wlms.
sevei
oversight the children
Mopped on his hack, and In* went oil 'll timt thousand ( migressmeu iiave been orou :
roof like a dart; —went a slashiu’, and a into the world: Freeman
larlo
ehrashin’ down through them old rusLy Rochester
telegraph capitalist: Chi
\ines, and landed in the centre of them Astor Foisted Thompson, one of tin*
e
eoinp’ny people!—sat down like a earth- wealthy nati.e' ol Wasliiugton : ('i
quake in them two dozen sassers of red- Cushing and several others. Si-na
hot candy, and let oil' a howl, which was (.'handler i'ceif iinlv worth not less ih
hark from the tomb!1 Them gals—well, one million, and he i>
presumedly w*n
they looked, you know. They sec he not less than two millions of dollarwasn’t dressed for company, and so they
left. All done in a second. It was just
A small bull-pup ami a Newfoundland
one little war-whoop and a whisli of thendresses, and blame the wench of ’em was dog wine engaged in a long light
tin* Lakeview (\. d.) depot, on tlu* I'r<in sight any where.
Jim, he was a sight, lie was gormed Railway. The battle would undoubted!
with that Idlin' hot molasses can’ly clean have ended in a draw had not the little dog
down to his heels, and had more busted pulled his antagonist mi the track and
sassers bangin' to him than if lit* was an held him there until a train cairn* ibm
tlu
Injun princess—and he came a prancin' The little dog crouched down, and him
train went over him without hurting
up stairs, just a hoopin’ and a eussin’, and
while the lug dog was ground to sausn
every jump he made lie shed some china,
Affidavits can bo procured i.•
and every squirm he fetched he dropped meat.
some candy!
proviv this assertion from tlu* r. i It «i
And blistered! Why, bless your soul, way agent at that station
that poor creature couldn’t raall v set down
for as much as four weeks.
A story is told ot a man in ('ounce!•
who fell from tlu* root ol a iiv<* -i. a \
in Munich it is required by law that building to the sidewalk ; Imt as he tin
on the thick soles nl
his rubber shoo-, h
every corpse, whatever the cause of death
bounced back within a i|iv.irtoi* ol'ni m
may he, shall be publicly exposed at tue
so
i»t
the
>ntinued lo home
root, and
cemetery before the burial service can
take place. The rigid features of the dead the distance decreasing at each jourm v
He subsided on hash enclosed in rnbbui
can be clearly seen through the broad
windows of the room, their bodies elegant- balls, which he managed to catch on iIu*
\% »•
ly draped and covered with Mowers. In bound, and at the end ot a numth
the right hand of each is a small cord that stopped and restored to his familx
reaches upward to a hell. A watchman
Ism.
The < ’moduli (iazette says I >
Burial alive is supis always at hand.
over bo vcm
posed to lie impossible under ibis arrang- Hart left of Hope, a man _*on
The law has bppn enforced for age, and weighing over
ment.
pound- »\?
hundreds ot years, hut there is no record he never tasted oi a bit ol meat .>i au\
of a life saved by it. Such a law invades kind iu his life' He lived alm.wi entirety
on bread and milk
ot private grid.
the
an

eign country,
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The Civil Service Reform.

Murder and
From the

oh nt.

by special message, had
Congress the report of the
uis ioners on civil service reform,
\pivssed his purpose to be guided
by the rules recommended. They
uike etleet on the first day of Jan;i'■ \I.
I'he following are the rules
oilu*d to

;

v

v-

Uih’d

Lynching

in Tennessee.

Presidential control the army of office
holders, and the corruption hind flowing

Railroad Meeting.
meeting of the Directors of tho Knox
from enforced percentage contributions
In the AvSlanclie yesterday appeared a
and Lincoln, tho Penobscot Bay and Rivof their salaries to election purposes. As
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 28, 1871.
short paragraph stating that a mob of
er, tho Bangor and Winterport, and the
we said before, if this measure is
had
three
white
men
in
propos- European and North American Railroads
negroes
hung
Chicot county, Arkansas. From a gen- PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING ed by Mr. Sumner jfor the purpose of re- was held in this
city last Thursday. The
—BY—
minding his adversary in the White House Knox and Lincoln had a full board
tleman direct from the scene our reprepresH. SIMPSON. that ho is mortal, there will be no special
sentative last evening learned the follow- WILLIAM
ent, the Bay and River was represented
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
objection to it—but if seriously proposed
ing particulars ot the horrible affair:
by President Ilichborn, P. ,T. Carleton,
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
Last Monday week a negro lawyer within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the and advocated, the people of the country Wm.
McGilvery and Mr. Black; the
named AVynn, who came from AVashing- year, $3.00.
should give it careful consideration beAdvertising Terms.
For one square, (one
and North American by Arad
European
ton to Chicot county recently, and settled incli of length in
coiamn,) $1.25 for three weeks, fore assenting.

last week to the fact that

W't: alluded

to:
\

1
person shall be admitted to any
the civil service within the appointhe President >r the heads of
departwho i> oj u citizen of the United
States,
.-I
not Inive furnished satisfactory evim i-i g tnl to liis
character, health and
u l wli
-In11 not have passed a satisfae»m-n iti.oi in -peak ng,
reading and
_• lb
loigli-di language.
\v advisory board ol suitable perh
employed by the President, under
•!; "I the act of March 3, 1871, enact making
appropriations for sunv:! expense-of the
government for the
'ear ending June
30,1872, and for other
u

Memphis Avalanche,

Dec. 20.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Thompson anjl M. S. Drummond, of Bangor; but owing to the sickness of Mr.
Shipbuilding.
Administrators. Executors and Guardians
tho Winterport road was not
desiring their advertisements published iu the
Recent statistics show at what enor- Cushing,
Journal will please so stato to the Court.
There was no public meeting,
present.
mous disadvantage the United States is
but the business was done entirely by
N
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
in
the
placed
strength of her merchant committees of conference. After
papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
spendmarine as compared with Great Britain.
the paper has been sent as well as to which it is
to
ing the day in interchange of views, the
go._
When this country was at the heigh t of
following proposition was submitted by
Ays. M. Pettengill & Co., 6 State St., Boston its maritime strength, just previous to the
the Knox and Lincoln Company—
The three gentle- and 37 Park Kow, New York, are our authorized
him almost instantly.
-hall, so far as is practicable,
late
it
had
of
and
enrolled
war,
Agents for procuring subscriptions and forwardiug
registered
'•he po-itious in each branch of the civil
The Penobscot Bay and River Railroad Commen—Saunders, Garrett and Duggan— advertisements.
five and a half millions, or a little pany of the first part and the Knox and Lincoln
according to the character of the duties were promptly arrested by Sheriff WalkAys. R, Niles, No. 1 Scollay’s Building, Court tonnage
Railroad Company of the second part make the
i erformed. and shall grade each group er, who locked them
up in jail. Neither St., Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements more than Great Britain. At the same
the lowest to the
following agreement for the construction of the
highest for the purpose of the gentlemen offered any resistance. for this paper.
AyT. C. Evans, 106 Washington Street, is an time seventy-one per cent. of the foreign
in‘Uon within the groups. Admission
Railroad of the first party, to wit:
The only charges against Garrett and authorized agent for this paper.
'\ i 1 service shall
Bonds for the amount'of $25,000 per mile of
always be to the lowest
Ay Geo. P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New commerce of this country was carried on said road from Rockland to
any group, and to such positions as
Duggan were that the former handed Mr. York,
Wiuterport to lie
will receive advertisements for this paper, at
I- grouped or graded admission shall
in American ships.
In 1870 the registry issued and secured by a first mortgage of said
Saunders the knife with which the ent- the lowest rates. Their orders will receive
prompt
Termiued
to
trustees
for
the
for
lowest
the benefit of the
provided
of British tonnage shew that it had risen road, payable,
ting was done, while the latter stood at attention.
rade.
parties hereto, one-haif of the amount to lie reAy Horace Dodd, 121
1

in Lake

City,

had

a

quarrel

in

a

grocery

store, in the latter place, owned by Mr.
Curtis Garrett, with Mr. John II.'Saunders, an old citizen of the county. At the
time Mr. Garrett and another gentleman,
named Jasper Duggan, were in the store.
The negro (AVynn) and Mr. Saunders got
into a dispute on the subject of taxation,
and words ran high until they clinched,
when Saunders stabbed the negro killing

and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
tion of a square charged as a full one.

A frac-

and

Maine

■

■

"

T
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m-

the door in such a manner

\
\:i*■:111.■
oeeuring in the lowest
any group of offices shall be filled after
] n' li- notice from all applicants who shall
themselves, and who shall have furnishvidei'4' -s and satisfied the preliminary
:nniation already mentioned, and who shah
i
public competitive examination
h. ii
knowledge, ability and special
'"‘ti ‘u- for the duties of the office.
The

as

to prevent

notn gentlemen denied
ynn s escape,
the charge, and expressed themselves as
willing to go into trial at once. That
evening an armed mob of negroes entered the town with the avowed purpose
of hanging the three prisoners.
For
some reason they did not carry their pursuch
examinacompetitive
‘•/"••noting
pose into execution, but remained in town
*1
< : ire. under the
supervision of the
The next day the Sheriff com*'
boar*!, list of the names of applicants all night.
’‘1 i*”»
th- ir excellence as proved by promised matters by allowing about fifty
s monaiion
to
act as guards over the jail.
beginning with the highest, negroes
'■
ii.on certify to the nominating or
ap- The guard was kept up until one o’clock
v
the case may be, the names
last Friday afternoon, when another arm•■tic licad of such list, not exceeding
ed mob of negroes, numbering over one
1
the names thus certified the
hundred, entered the town, all hallooing,
'hail be made.
A
A vacancy oeeuring in any grade of
yelling, firing oft their pistols and breath1
o
•}• •or*., the lowest shall be filled by
ing dire threats of vengeance against the
i^'
Xamina ion of applicants from
to Mr. Garrett’s store, the
ado-oft hat group, and the list of names whites, Going
where Wynn was killed, they sack'■ hi- h the
appointment is to he made shall place
"1 d
and certified as provided in the ed it completely, breaking up and destroy!|ng rule: but if no such applicants are ing whatever they could not carry off.
A
•Mpetenf, the appointment shall be few of the
negroes wore disguised, but
ihe < \ animation of all the
employes
"iiductod m accordance with the pro- the large majority were unmasked.
After they had been in town an hour
lmi'.‘-ion to the lowest grade.
N '•
Vppii-ants certified or otherwise they sent fifteen men to the Sheriff with a
it. :M|'|>om:meni is cashiers of collectors
peremptory demand for the keys of the
•ashiers ol assistant treasurers,
jail. Sheriff Walker
properly re:
superintendents of the fused to deliver them very In
i'o^tmasicrs,
about ten
v 'J' l:• r ‘l\ i<ions in
up.
post-offices, and such
;‘f >di u.« of
large sums of money as minutes another detachment went and
!
designated by the advisory forced the Sheriff to give them the keys
f : whose
pecuniary‘fidelity another at the peril of his life. Getting the keys
1
ro-poii'il'lc. shall,nevertheless, not be the
black demons went howling through
n'' d
thi* approval of such
c\I’rpi
tne streets until they got to the jail, which
; r officer.
Jh'-fma-lcrs whose annual salary is they opened and took the prisoners out.
s-«i" '11:iv be
appointed upon thewrit- Without giving the men an opportunity
1''
oi the applicants, with such evito bid their friends farewell, this mob of
11:ir• 11■ 11• ? and fitness as shall be satisv :
bn- licad of the
howling, screaming, murdering devils
department.
lb’- appointment of all
took the three men to a spot at the edge
persons enrvi.ee in accordance with these ol the town, and just back of the house of
''‘.veepting persons appointed by Mason, one of the big negro leaders of
n: by and with the advice and conthe county, where, without being aliii<- N*iia!f, the
appointments of post- lowed
•''' 1' 1:1
time to ask mercy of their God,
poisons appointed to any position
!
i*ounrry. shall be made for a pro- they were shot dead. At least fifty balls
v
fi-rm of
six. months, during which were poured into the body of each of the
and capacity of such persons shall
unfortunate men. To finish their hellish
b and if. at tin* end of such
probation- deed with
liJ1proper eclat the murderers
sali'fi'-tory proofs of their fitness
•«,n
furnished by the board of cx- ill.m took the bodies back to the jail and
11 r<
t *j• head of the
refused
department in which
any of their friends admittance to
v
’•■'a!' have been
employed during said them until the next day.
'bey shall bo rc-appointed.
Several
gentlemen residing in the town
I ne President will
designate three
>' in
a -h
department of the public ser- took refuge in flight, as the negro mob
’’
as a Board of
did
not
disband, but declared their intenExaminers, which,
r
-"I ‘-rvi-ion of the Advising Board,
tion of “getting even” with all white peo-Iiwer the
regulations to be prescribed by ple. Saturday and Sunday the mob still
aJ su» h times and places as it
may de’''
kept possession of the town, forcing citi>iiall -oinluct. personally or bv
perd'piovcd by the Advising Board, all in- zens to furnish food.
-vit * ii > and examinations for
jn some instances wnere wmte
admission
people
tid departments, or for iiromotion therein.
had the temerity to refuse the demands of
\ny person who, after long and faith*
tiiese
devils
were
a
to
they
brought
proper
Hi a department, shall he
incapaciinental or bodily infirmities for the
appreciation of the situation by the presen11! discharge* of the duties of the
tation
of
and
the
Mason,
guns
pistols.
posiappointed by the head of the de- negro leader referred to, was at home at
rbis discretion, to a position of less
the time, and just before the mob started
n-ibliirv in the same department.
to the jail he went out and conversed
v
lu- Nothing in these rules shall
prevent with the
leaders. The moment the con•I'-poimmcnt of aliens to positions in the
‘lf ir
'.*‘i*\icr which, by reason of the small versation ceased the negroes started for
ci-atiori >c other suiHcient cause, are. in
the jail. When our informant left, the mob
idemeiit of the appointing power, nec.esstill held possession of the town, and an*:
'.’bed. nor the appointment of such nounced their
intention of retaining it.
a*- within the United Mates as are
indis': ,b
> tiie
.proper discharge of the duties Despatches apprising the Governor of the
r!
n positions, but who
may not be fami- State of the situation have been torwarded
u 1'b
the Knglisli language or reallv capato Little ltock, but no answer up to a late
•!

is

an

authorized

\\

:

<

Washington St., Boston,
Agent ior the Journal.

Subscribers are requested to take notice of the date
on the colored slips attached to the
paper. It is the
only form of receipt now used. For instance, 15
May 71. means that the subscription is paid to that
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
be immediately changed to correspond, and thus a
receipt iu full is sent with every paper. Subscribers
in arrears are requested to forward the sudih due.
Ay In sendingmoney, state THE POST OFFICE
to.which the paper is sent.«£A'

Mr. Sumner's
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1
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v
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naturalization.
No. ii.
\o head of a department, nor any
sip.orditiate oilic(*r of the government, shall, as
h >‘tli •< r. authorize or permit or assist in
ping any a«.*t‘ismcnt of money for political
under the form of voluntary contriir]"*butions or otherwise, upon any persons cmbwe.i under liis control, nor shall any such
-oii pay any money so assessed.
N"- 1Tiie advisory board shall at any
bine iveommend to the President such
changes
a
these rules as it may consider necessary to
tare the greater ellieiency of the civil service,
from the rules are excepted heads ofdepart:i"i'taut secretaries of departments, the
•"I'tant attorney general, the first assistant
eostmastor general, solicitor general, solicitor
iIn* treasury, naval solicitor, solicitor of in■■niai revenue, examiner of claims in the state
partment, treasurer of the United States,
-Mer of tiie treasury, the first and second
•niptroller*' of the treasury, judges of the
nit -d Mates court*, district attorneys, the
riva*e *ccrctarv of the president, embassadors

hour last

Proposed Amendment.

j
j

I
1

!
other public ministers, the superintendent I
; the coast survey, the directors of the mints,
-'*
rnors ot t'*rritorie>, special commissioners,
•d annua! visiting and examining boards,
■rson- appointed t<
positions without «*oni"•n-alion for s.-rviee*. and bearers of despatches.
a

Gas House.

\ oijk, Ip*j j.
Owing to ti leak
u the
pipe* <*f the purifying house of the
M*dr--jiolitan (ft* <at six o’clock yes"id:ty. an explosion occurred, which
bdaily destroyed the building, and placed
v- centra'
section or the city in total
iarkties*
No fatal results.
Loss osti•a tt< 1 a' Mlo.Oon.
The -afety of the workmen in the emi»l*»y of 'lie (ias Co., was due to the
unge of hours made a few days ago, by
xvlii-'h labor stopped at o :.°>0, p. m.
Had
'l»** old rule been in force there would
ive bee n a terrible sacrifice ot life.
The
district lighted by the Metropolitan Cotnextends
lrom river to river, and
j»iny
from ;;uh street to Tilth street. At both
’reel, and loth Avenue the company has
vvo large receivers
supplied with gas
•m tie* works, and distribute it in the
of
the*
district.
These reeievers
pper part
v re nearly
till! last niglit, anil the
up
iwn residents thus
escaped the Egyptian
darkness which afflicted those lower down.
!• -night, however, they suffer with the
rest
The Company cannot manufacture
ga- until tiie purifying house is rebuilt,
and this, with the employment of all the
men that can
possibly he put to work will
ike nearly two weeks. Mr. Zollikoft'er,
President of the Company, attributes the
xplosion to an accident, and says a similar explosion might occur in any gas
works in the world. A frightful calamity
was arrested
by the presence of mind of
mie of the
employes of the Company,
who shutting the gates leading to the
mains, cut off the gas from the houses.
Hut for this precaution, there might have
been explosions all over the district.
mw

■

■

had boon received.

the mob were well
citizens. They all
with others, have
for their lives.

1

:

Senate

a

intro-

proposition

merce

of this

country only thirty-eight

per cent, is done in ships built and owned
in the United States 1 To that condition

for

But this is not all, so far as the shipbuilding interest is concerned. The time

when our shipbuilders had heavy
so
amending the Constitution as to
After this proposition had been submitmake the President of the United States orders from foreigners for the building of
ted to the Directors of the Hay and Rivetand
realized
vessels,
therelarge profits
ineligible for a second term. The preRoad, and amended at their suggestion in
amble to his resolution recites that An- from. Does anybody know of such ves- one
or two particulars, it was
accepted by
sels
built
now?
still
drew Jackson, President Harrison, Honbeing
Foreigners
a vote in the following
language—
want
still
own and sail them, and
vessels,
the
National
convention in
ry Clay,
Whig
The Penobscot Bay and River Railroad Com1«44, Benjamin P. Wade and l)e Tocque- must get them somewhere. The statistics pany will and do accept the proposition ot the
Knox
and Lincoln Railroad Company so far as
ville had all declared in tavor of such a of British shipbuilding show that 93,000
was

restriction—and that the Chief Magis- tons
trate should be above all suspicions of that
the powers of his position to promote his personal aims. The resolve is as

using

follows—
Be it Resolved by the Senate and House of
Representatives etc, That the following article

is hereby proposed as an amendment to the constitution of the United States, and, when rallied by the Legislatures of three-fourths of the
several States, shall he valid to all intents and
purposes as part of the Constitution, to wit:
Article—, Section 1. No person who has
once held the ollice of President ot the United
States shall thereafter he eligible to that ollice.
Section 2. This amendment shall not take
effect until after the fourth of March, ts7:i.

The Senator remarked upon his view of
the importance and necessity of the measure, and

a

brief debate

ensued,

as

fol-

lows—
Mr. Sumner—This is the era of civil service
reform, and the President of the United States
in his message has already called our attention
to that important subject and made recommendations with reference to it. It maybe remembered that 1 hailed that message at once as it
was read from the desk.
1 forebore then to
state that I missed one important recommendation one without which ail the other recommendations, I fear, may he futile; I missed the
recommendation—of amending the Constitution
in conformity with the best precedent of our
history and with the recommendations of illustrious men, limiting the person
the office of President to one term. Sir, that is the
initial point of civil service reform, that is the
first stage in that great reform. The scheme of
the President is the play of ■•Hamlet" without
Hamlet. T propose by the amendment I oiler
to see that Hamlet be brought into the
plav.

holding

were
we

have

and

foreigners. So
not only lost the building
our own ships, and antlered

sailing ol
our carrying trade to fall into the hands
of the English, but we have deprived our
shipbuilders and merchants of the business and profit of
constructing such ships sentatives of the European road took any
as
foreigners were glad to buy of us. action, further than to receive a copy of
We are losing at both bung and spigot. the votes Sir the information of their
This is another thing that the reign ot board.
radicalism, with its high taxes and high
The l'rog. Age, tu
to our
that it
The Fifth

Maine District Gets Married.

certain that the young
ladies of this Congressional District should
not be vexed with its representative in
It is

by

no means

Here

Congress.

troops of them,
young, well educated, radiantly beautiful,
brunettes and blondes, plump as Ilcbc,
or slender and graceful as willows, accomplished and witty. And our representative man lias married a girl from
That’s it, in short. And as a
Michigan
his popularity with that
consequence
are

class is gone, never to be recovered.

female

suffrage obtained, Mr. Ilale

If

would

[Laughter.]

man

Mr. Sherman—Docs the Senator propose to
of civil service reform until
adopt the amendment?
Mr. Sumner—No. Iiut I propose to put Hamlet tnto the play, ft need not take tong to do it.
The joint resolution was read and laid over.
It may be that the Massachusetts Senator has taken

advantage of the opportunity offered to plant an arrow in the Presidential mark at which lie shoots so much,

small circle, how much more when that
is the cynosure of female eyes in
four counties!
Hut when a

cable

step,

the

man

has taken the irrevo-

things

that the

disappoint-

message
no right to interfere with that
institution,
and no intention fn do so. Congress had
resolved uiai u*c war was prosecuted for
no such object.
When botli turned their
backs on those declarations we said that
the war so conducted ought not to have

ed wish to know are, how the bride looked, what she wore, who was at the wed.1

’■

..

••*■*„■'

'-'CHS.

And

con-j

other and

all their friends wish them
many prosperous and happy years. [New
York correspondence ot Boston Post.

Extraordinary
Girations
of
a
Steam Boiler. The Chicago Times of

boiler

was

found by Mr. Wahl’s

employes.
uninjured. Yesterday

Apparently it was
workmen dug it up

and placed it on some
timbers. Then an examination was made
of it, and barring the absence of the furnace door and a slight break on the inside lining, there is absolutely nothing
the matter with the boiler.
In

some

parts of Colorado water Bells for two

pint, which allows that they haven’t
dug their wells deep enough to reach the quartz.
Bi n At.o, Dec. 23, Grand Duke Alexis
E. F. Pillsburv, Esq., of Augusta, delivered
was enthusiastically received this after- bis lecture
Labor" at Town Hall, Dexupon
A grand recep- ter, Tuesday evening of last week.
noon by a large crowd.
tion will be given them at the room of the
A man in Taunton, Mass., lias been fined six
Buffalo Club, when ex-President Fillmore dollars for
spitting tobacco juice on a church
will delivef an address of welcome.
carpet.
cents

a

may be often invaluable. So, too, may
be the carrying out of measures of impor-

ed than their bite.

A resolute man can

Letter from

Boston,

a

big lost a log and not being overburdened
with ill-gotten gains, bo will of course

Correspondence ol the Journal.

Doe. ‘>u, 1871.

...

Augusta, ]>oc. 20.
“Memo Christmas” 1ms come and gone.
Like preceding ones in Augusta it wu- at-

MICRRY CHRISTMAS

in as soft ami smiling as a mild
May morning, and as bland and capti- tended with a big mess of sleigh-riding,
vating as a patent-leather politician, or a a few smash ups and the usual number of
handsome woman surrounded by a room heavy drunks.
In view of (he near approach ol the
full of admirerj, It is a right beginning
of the carnival week, that is not to termimeeting of the Legislature, hotels and
nate until alter the birth of the New Year, private boarding houses are brushing up
and we hope it will continue to continue. and getting ready to gobble up their share
We are quite sure the oldest inhabitant of the hard earnings of the members who
can’t remember anything like il, if he have been “Forced from home, and all ils
taxes his memory ever so hard. Bright pleasures.”
For Regulative ofliees there is the usual
blue skies, dotted here and there with
clouds of fleecy white, and a sunshine so “pulling anil hauling” fur full teats or
warm and glad and bright as to cause
any other teat, so oiten seen in a pig-yard,
one to almost
fancy that it has accidental- anil with about tho same amount of eagerly lost its way, or at best must be stray- ness amt decency. It is somewhat exciting from some balmier climp. Every ing anil interesting at the present time.
body seems happy with the unusual deni- The principal struggle centers on the
onstratiori ami are apparently enjoying it Speakership of the House, for which the
quite as mueli as the keen, frosty air and contestants are E. 15. Smith, of Saco, MaFred Robie of (rorham, and Co! doe
snow covered
streets, which were the jor
general expectation on Saturday. “Man Porter of Burlington. Smith was Speaker
last year, and filled the position with as
proposes and God disposes" however,
sa.yeth the old adage, and the disposition much grace and ability as you could
naturally expect from the Third Assessi >r
came this time in the shape ot a good
smart rain-storm which departing left no of an unorganized plantation.
Having
trace ot snow behind, and remanded once Congressional aspirations in the tirst Conmore to dark and unused corners all the gressional District, it, is intimated that he
is in a quandary whether to sell out to his
bright pretty sleighs and jingling bells.
Cumberland competitor for a "consideraTHE OHANUES OK WEATHER
have indeed been very numerous and tion” ill that direction, or, by sticking, to
quite nnpreeedeiH all this past week. win laurels in arranging railroad eoinmii
The saying “First it snow, then it blew tees and such matters which may do him
most service at home.
Smith is a elevei
and then it tlievv
has fouml ample il
anil luiH hail
vcm.vvktvhU
A'
The
lustration.
“coldest
day,” tin: follow,
success iu rising from a second class
“warmest day,” the “snowiest day,” the
“rainest day,” and the “windiest day” id' clerkship in the Adjutant (Jeneral's olliee
the season haying all been compassed during the war, to the Speakership la-1
comes

I

a

within tiie seven, and the memory of man
runneth not back to the time when there
was

like

anything

wound

up

tiie

il.

Saturday night

week’s

varieties

witli

a

“September gale” slightly modified.
Shutters, awnings, high-toppeil chimneys
and other accessible property slammed,
banged, toppled over or took French

blown out,
and somehow tiie wires of the lire alarm
The street

leave.

lights

were

:

new
n

way to vote which is to

littlfi.

II

ir»

help

11 t\v

.-ivjiuv/W llill

invented

or

lilt

the

a

cast;

lUtUiuoi

of taking the vote of the plebescitum in
The names ot the voters are to

France.
lie

with

corresponding
coupon, the coupon to lie given to voters
and the names not checked until they are
presented. This, it is alleged, will do
tin; practice of
repeataway with
ing;’’ hut how about the trafficking
it does not so clearly explain.
We
strongly suspect that under tins new sysregistered

the 'iipport of the
mighty Hannibal, but
il is a ipiestion it he will be able to
present much ol a tront
bis wilv

lie more

flourishing

degenerate days

recently

this

designed by
city, it is to

Mr

Francis Allen of

he 822 feet

and 422 feet in breadth with
172 feet,

'"r*“"

‘•r*'*“

clique,

who

homes in

in length
a

height

of

of a trifle less

vention

pleted

of Mr.

Alien

and when

com-

is lo accommodate an audience of

in

success
■

-■

[mil
Augusta.

tor tin*
latter vv* iI *

chance

no

the

the wires from their

Hon. R. .!!. Fostei
,f. \V.

and Col

of Waterviih*.
of Richmond,

Spaulding

with the chances in favor of the firmer.
Foster is a young lawyer, of pleasing
presence, fair attainments and much ambition, the limit of which is uol yet apparent, and probably will not be for some

Maine

did

gallant

He

Volunteers

furth.T

lias the

claim that Sagadahoc lias always
left out in the cold in the ilisi ml

did when

disappoint
a

and

mottoes ot

ul

20,000 and

all

nations.

an

orchestra

From the

tower, which is to 210 feet mi
is to float over all other flags the

:**n
'ii.it

-Ring"
again a

offices; but the Kennel).*.*

state

can’t afford to

Fostei

candidate tor anotliei

railroad consolidation, and
therefore what the ring dictates must In
.mb
done. Besides, Richmond has a
before

■

Secretary of •state, wli.
the hearty support, of tin; Kemii-i,.
over loo.ooo in all.
The
building material will he iron, glass and ipulators, and whose election will
wood,and the decorations the flags,shields all right politically in Sagu.luh

80,000, a chorus
of 2000 making

service

field officer in the Path

line and

a

is also in the

Spaulding

time to come.

date for

uoi. to tne

is

i-

.-

n

mak*
!i.-

contrary noiwun.-iamnug.
however, that tlic gallant <

( orlirane

■-

need it much more.
Another section of Internationals has
been
now

founded in Boston, making three
well started, and each with a large

is

another

veteran

his

hi

'aii* prominent political men than
especial standing in his own party.
hi-

loved

tor

any
Since

retirement from the otiiue

oi

Deputy Secretary, which place it is ai
leged was sold to Stacy, the present in
umbent, by ( ol. Drew, in conformity

I

<

with an arrangement to that effect previous to tie* latter's election in lSfjH, he
has been engaged in the supervision ot
I

tie* erection ol
tie* Stale

|

d

i

petitnrs

!

Government

His

buildings in
position.

for the

strength

he. has any, is not apparent.
His comwho ought to know, assert that

he hr*< none, but Iu*
and

his

keeps

own

videntlv like Mil*nwher

tOf

Mil**!

\u !

ill'll

counsel,
W aiting

up

Yours

Rk dm an

Generalities.
fri-*iids wliu limy visit; August
wi
saloon ot • apt. Geo. t* *'oi*hraii >u
"tat** street, a nice place it which to procure re
rresiinieuts. The < tpluin not only knows how
i«* provid** fc*r the inner man. but has
always
something genial uid witty to say ot Hus event*
*****

*

Iiii*I tie*

of the
1

day.

"tli

M ivo of'Gloucester hud the rli*mu»
occurred to losiah that he would ten*
Ins hack bathed with rum, but unluc
kily the
mi got iii hr*.
and before they could put him
‘•hi lie !*.ek lie* tin*I
severely burned him Li
t'
t ou tie
rheumatism not -dated.

,Ih!‘i

It

Portland Argus goes publicity to the
that Mnui Dale, ol Bangui was % d*Gutter t*> th** < 'hicago relief tun-1 to tin aiuouul
ot sio.iinb, and that li** committed suicide
I h' A rgus
onbta the truth of the rumor
1 he

rumor

Aii election to iiil the vacancy occasioned by
the death of Mayor Dale, will be held in Hunfin* Republicans have nominated
ger to-day.
i.

Wheelwright.

s

Tm* Rath Times learns that a movement Is
on foot for tin* practical consolidation of the
Knox and Lincoln and Maine t'entral Kail! roads.
publican, has been
ralifornia. ovei
lodge Wallace, Democrat.
Aaron

■

■!«•■

A.

i

t'-d

Jess,

'argent,

'cnator

'•

from

eiraftt, father ot the President, has had

-hock

a

,f

paralysis,

and is

quite

low.

fin* impudence of New York papers is un*
•oiinded. See what one of them says about the

marriage

of

Hive—

•

Obitmu y—Logan.
Departed this life ot
-ingle blessedness on the l'dth of Deeeinbei
instant, after a lingering attack .f the hvinenial
malady. Olive Logan, need f» years, ;> month*

days.

IT

of the members of an association ot
young men in Yuckland. N -w /-aland, call'll
the
Rollicking Rams," undertook to make
butts •! the newspaper men ot the place ami
successfully battered an undersized scribe The
next candidate was to no other ineonvetiiencu
than that of ordering tin* ••ram" .o.t of his oiiice.
and the third and last trembling vi* tim has m
hi- posves*.iiin :1 tooth belonging to the ••out
'ome

j
I

«

...

Tm

..

committee tnigle have reported that eireurn
i sf,:it'V> over which tlu*v had no control proven t
ed the satisfactory tiis'-fliai g ot the duty.
The R tekland Free Press says that Mr -sdn
Kalloeh, the faithful dr;\er of the F t-tern F\
in that eity, was thrown from his
wagon
Saturday evening at tie- railroad lepot, tmt
>u tie red a broken shoulder and serious bruises
about his bead. Many friends wilt sincerely
regret this accident to Mr. 1\alloch. wbo, though
"’ell advanced m year-, lias retained tin*
jl.
hint spirit of a boy, and up to this tim lias b»*eu
an active and useful citizen.
press

Tie* Register says that Nellie Lumion, a utt.c
girl that has been living with Mr. John Weeks,
of Porter, and aged about eight years, was
drowned in a well on the l.’.th inst." >ln went
to a brick-yard a tow rods from the house, foi
some .sail I. in w hit h was an op* u well. sh» re
turned with fie* -and, ami it is supposed she left
mitten- and went !»;». k after them and :»•••■.
leiifallv
-lipped into lie* well, am! was

drowmd.

An editor m Illinois having engaged anew
re
i>rd the following as his first
tl**r'
*W«* ire informed that tho gentleman
h ><» -too«.I on his head under a pile driver lor
tie- purp*.f having a tiglit pair of bub's druv
ci. -Iior*1afterward found himself in ( hilly.
naked c l without a cent in h
pei fee* >.
pocket."

reportei,

-.

Fen
Rut lei
chairman of the Democratic
''late < •nwnitt'V. was in town last evening
The F. neial is on his wav home from Wash
mi/ton. where he has ber-u upon private busi
m
IF- i- very hopeful ot tin’ political situation from tin* conservative standpoint.
PortI on 1 Argil-, "id.
<>• ii.

thought,
who, by the way, is the only true m l dibanner of universal peace.
serving soldier up tor office, will submit
\ Utllll'S ITEMS.
to his fate with Incoming grace. bwauTlie Woman’s Suffrage Bazar realized the I'nited State- Pension \gen«-y at An
.87000 from their week’s effort.
gusta is held up by the •Kin::" a- j»•***i
in t as
The Voting Men’s Christian Cnion re- tying toy to his admiring ga/.e
ottered to a
ceived 81000 from some kind hearted a doll or a jumping jack
It seems strange that a similar As- little shaver to induce him to swallow a
man.
Hence the('<donei.
sociation is not started, for women, who bitter dose ot physio.
grand
height,

motive

that fact, may have tost Ids op

ol

I.,-

...

The Presidency of the Senate lie.- between

covering
it is to have a self- they
than eight acres,
supporting roof heavily trussed the in- lice
an area

His

former.

as

for the International Peace Jubilee has
been

It is evident he lias

a

party, having cast his maiden vote fm
Fremont in Waldoboro at the name time
tiifd Major Koine, then a resident of the
same towi had the
good sense, which it
is wished he might have retained, to do
exactly the opposite. Cochrane lias been
>c •’ d more for his cruel caricatures of cer-

Portland Daily Pres-,

of the

lie

to

portnnity.

managing

a-

getting

igm

rant

tions ot Senator, tiovernor’s Councilman,
and Army Paymaster iu the Republican
more

is

power in the election ol candidates p,,
that ollice. ('hadbourn, probably

1

legal profession, and

than ever.

THE COUSEPM

against

ol the Morrill
wing, unless he
lias made eonl racts in ad\ aiiro of
election,
lor stationery lor tins Stale, which in the.-"

Major Robie, who retired a few years
ago from the unsatisfactory profession of
healing the sick, and honest busine.-s of
laboring for the Democratic party in
Waldoboro, for the more lucrative po.-l

party, and
proprietor

the better

to the nnIs understood that he has

It

year.

a

tem, this latter branch of business would

sympathy which
always concede

conipetitor

became

individual lias discovered

the

class of men

lortunalc

"

ment ot the laws, and especially those
regiment of such cowards with imnumber of members.
laws which provide for crushing out bv
tance to tho country, begun and unfinishWe
are
not
punity.
unacquainted with
People seeking lodgings at the Police
force armed combinations against
ed under one term, which require another that
style of communication, having re- military
Stations were never so numerous before.
the
to
and
read, ponder
one lor their perfection.
authorities, please
If those meas- ceived scores of them in the
course of our
A hard winter anil much distress is prethe account of the murures have tho sanction of the
country, connection with newspapers. They are inwardly digest
dicted, many tlnm-.ulds being mil ol‘
of
der
three
white
in
citizens
Arkansas.
and the incumbent has won the confidence
work.
invariably treated in oneway, viz: torn We
of the people, great harm would ensue
publish it in anothor column. It will
in two, thrown into the waste basket, and
The annual ball of the German Turners
be remembered that the chief, and we
from an enforced change by which the
all thought of them dismissed. At one
is to take place at Music Hall on the 29th
think
the
offence
for
which martial
only
measures in indifferent or unskillful hands,
time the Prog. Age was in the habit of
of January. The Germania and Gilmore's
law was proclaimed in one County in
might perish.
that
of
in
Peiktk.
its
colbands furnish the music.
style
printing
epistle
South
was
that
armed
white
Carolina,
The purpose of securing a purer and
umns, in which we were threatened with
men broke into a jail and killed some
more conscientious discharge of the duThe members of the bar in Knox County
murder after the most approved style of
Now. some hundreds
ties of the Presidential office by
Last week they partook
are a. jolly set.
limiting Ku Klux fiction. Knowing that all con- negro prisoners.
ot armed negroes have broken into a jail
it to one term would prove fallacious.
of a bar supper at Thorndike Hotel, at
cerned in it were cowardly knaves, we
Certainly the inducements to good be- took no more notice of them than we in Chicot County, Arkansas, and killed which were also present Judge Kent. Mr.
three white men. Does it make all the
havior would be removed in a great dewould of barking curs. Let the Belfast
Reporter Pitlsifer and others. Hon. A. P.
difference in the world at Washington
gree. The candidate for a second term mechanic at Norfolk treat his
Gould presided, and Hiram Bliss, Jr.
anonymous what color pervades the ox that is
must know that upon his
gored ? was toast-master.
good record letter writers as we do the same class of
Responses were made
Come, Ulysses, here is a dilemma that
in office depends to a certain extent his
His Honor Judge Kent, Hon, A. P.
rascals here, and he can stay there as
by
hopes of success. An avaricious man long as he pleases, suck his knavy yard will prove to be a bad one, unless you Gould, Judge Hall, E. Wilson, .J E.
hold the scales of justice even.
who knew that his opportunities must
Moore, J. D. Pitlsifer, A. S. Rice and T.
teat, vote for Grant, and worship the
had a
pass away at a certain fixed period, would Great American Present Taker to his
J. M. Lunt, Esq., has been elected to R. Simonton, Esqrs. Every body
be likely to make the most of them while heart’s content.
were as jolly as though
and
all
lime,
the vacancy caused by the resignation ot good
were not next day to hack away at
they lasted. If the amendment were in
Superintendent Noyes, of the Maine Cen- they
force to-day, would President Grant be
It is a matter of very serious regret that
details of the law.
the
dry
tral Railroad, and'will assume the duties
content with taking here a house, there a the Amnesty bill should have failed of pasot the position on the first of January.
farm, at one place a seaside palace, at sage belore the adjournment of Congress.
The Hancock County ease, involving
Mr. Lunt is a thorough railroad man, havanother a pair of horses and a coach ? It is a measure that should have been enthe legality of certain votes cast at the
been
in
the
business
for
ing
twenty-five
Should we not have San Domingo pur- acted long ago, freely, heartily, and not
election in the city of Ellsyears, a man of experience, ability and September
chases in all the islands of the sea, Sen- grudgingly, and which would have done
lias been decided in favor of the
worth,
brains. There can be no doubt that unwonders towards establishing a better
aca stone quarries wherever rocks grow,
candidates, H. B. Sanders,
der hi3 administration ot its affairs there Republican
and armies of relatives where now are state of feeling in the South, where there
for Clerk of the Courts, and Gilbert F.
will be nothing for the public to complain
is need of the cultivation of such feeling.
only battalions ?
Simpson, for County Commissioner. This
of.
the present provision has not, upon the The delay, and perhaps consequently the
is in accordance with the decision of the
whole, worked ill. Several excellent defeat of the bill in the Senate, is due
—Stillman B. Allen, Esq., a Boston Supreme Court, to which it was referred.
Presidents have served second terms un- mainly to the hostility of Senator Morton, lawyer, recently delivered a lecture in The contested case in Aroostook, also reder it. The exception will be if it should who is adverse to the admission to the that city upon the subject of “The En- ferred to the Court, has been given to L.
chance to make possible another term of Senate of Gov. Vance, of North Carolina, chanted Land”—which
poetic title he B. Johnson, republican candidate lor
the present incumbent. But we can live and succeeded in carrying an amendment gives to the State of Maine from his hunt- Sheriff.
through that, looking to better and providing that it shall not apply to rebels ing and fishing experiences within its
The Journal says about eight millions of
brighter days beyond. The civil service already elected to office. The amend- boi’ders. It is a fine tribute to Maine, a
brick have been laid in Lewiston and
measure is capable, if
honestly carried ment called for concurrence by the House, State which is often better appreciated by Aubhm the past season—about five milout, of removing many serious objections which the adjournment for the holidays strangers than by those whose homes are lions in Lewiston and three millions in
to the present system, by cutting off from |
Auburn.
here.
prevented.
face

Augusta.

•

stand a sorry chance of being re-elected.
It is said that when a desirable man mar-

postpone the play

Correspondence

Boston.

ol the Journal.

entangled with those of tiie tele- claims consideration on the special ground
graph causing them to strike furious and of having been licked in a previous confrequent alarms of fire, much to tiie per- test for the Presidency oi the Senate.
plexity and anxiely of would be peaceful Barring his execrable polities, the M n >r
and for a time confusion reigned is a highly respectable eiti/eu an I a- agitsleepers;
reply
suggest!on
print the letter we wrote to President Johnson in uppermost in the well-ordered land of the able and genial a gentleman as can be
lSliti, says—“The letter is not In our possession.-'
found anywhere.
llubites.
That shall no longer be an excuse. We will place a
printed copy of the letter In the hands ol the editor
(.■ol Porter has won credit inhispuitv
IIOW
TO
I'l Uin THE ISAl.I.OT
ot the Age, it lie will agree to print it eirire in his
columns. [Journal.
■s a subject which engrosses much time as an indomitable worker, and lias servo I
Oh, don’t send your dirty linen for us to and a
large share of argument. Every- bis country with distinction no the -tali'
wash. You liave a paper, why not print il
yourself. However, if you are very anxious body confesses it ought to be done, but of Ex. Gov. Coburn, whose valise he
to have us print it, wo will do so on' condition
how to do it they are not agreed. Pretty helped to carry on several of the Governthat yon furnish with it the particulars ol that
This, of its.-It,
bargain between yon and the Jameson men. woman don't care anything about it; or's official excursions.
and state exactly liow much they gave von for
modest ones don't know anything about ought to elect him; but Republics are unsupporting him. | Prog. Age.
This places the matter exactly where it; strong minded ones could do it if they grateful, and the Colonel evidently apprecommendable
we want it.
After having given out that had a chance ; wise men shake their heads ciating the fact, exhibits
with a sagacious “No, no we must try modesty in the campaign, and as prods
some fearful disclosures were
impending
to the result.
in tlie contents of that letter, whicli was some other planreformers want an blv not over sanguine as
For Clerk of the House, < 'ol. /emro A
represented as a calamity hanging over educational basis; and rogues say “you
late of Sknwltegan. A—.' tan'
our head,
the Age now acknowledges can't do anything about it." Thus the Smith,
last
Clerk
winter, and now on tin dins
various
are
and
opinions
plans
argued,
that its importance is so small as not to
al staff of the Portland Daily Press, ha-,
he worth publication with a copy in its reasoned and urged, week in and week
the pole.”
Having beer
hands! The wind is pretty well taken out. Every one is sure they have the it is said, ‘‘got
Comright idea if others could be persuaded to Secretary of the Republican State
out of that hag.
mittee for the last tour years, it is fair to
the
same course ot
But
others
thought.
Now in regard to the Jameson matter.
are sure of the very same tiling, so the presume that it is all arranged.
It is well known that this paper
supported
Another of the numerous Smith family,
the war from its outbreak until the pro- poor ballot gets not much help from its
unity
clamation abolishing slavery. Before that many doctors. Election succeeds election residing in Litchfield in this
and one party cries cheat whilst the other willing to sacrifice the comforts ot home
measure was
promulgated, President Linretorts liar. Meanwhile, some ingenious for tlie Clerkship, or Assistant t 'lerkship
coln had stated in his
that he had

taritfhas done for the state of Maine.

ries, every single woman leels that she is
personally wronged. If it be so in a

we

tney are authorized to accept, and ask the K.
A L. Co. to take early action to determine
whether their oflor in tiie premises car, lie
mad’ valid, and the P. B. & R. It. R. Co. will
proceed at once to determine whether we can
comply with their proposition, each Co. to keep
the other informed as to progress in the premises, so that future action may be determined.
We do not understand that the repre-

built in 1870 for

j

direction.

Alexis.

the

And Mr. Boutwell, in his most
humiliating report lor the present year,
acknowledges that of the foreign com-

1

■

The recent snow-storm was very severe
In northern Iowa, blocking all the roads
with one exception. There has been no
train from the West into Dubuque since
Friday until Monday evening. The snow
is effectually blocking the roads and
breaking the telegraph wires in every

in

proportionately

creased.

though of old the rule was to tell
and that the measure suggested has no furthese things not in (lath nor publish them
ther significance. If so, no one oil the
in the streets of Askelon, yet is the cusDemocratic side will object that Hie comtom changed.
Hath not the busy pen ot
bat between the two radical archers shall
the support of any Democrat, When the
the reporter noted the events of the occaOlive Logan's Marriage.
The time at which the provisions
time for the State Convention of 1801 argo on.
even him of the New York Herald,
In Ninth street, near Sixth avenue,
of the proposed amendment are to take sion,
rived, it became evident that a split was
and have we not copied thereof upon the
stands a handsome house, the joint prop- effect will deceive no one as to
to take place.
The editor of this paper
the'pur- first
of
Wirt
and
Olive
and1
Then
let
feminine
erty
Sykes
Logan,
eyes read, did
page?
with which it is offered.
Hut if, unnot atteud the Dana Convention.
No
an interesting ceremony—the marriage of pose
and feminine hearts be satisfied with the
one doubted that the Journal would adthese persons—took place there yesterday der that there exists a belief on the part
records
and
details.
vocate flic election of Jameson.
morning. The company was small, but of Mr. Sumner, that such a change in the
Its
Whv should wc mourn departed
select, and the whole affair an uncom- conditions of the Presidential office would
course had so manifestly tended towards
to
one
all
Prefriends
?”
Dr.
monly pleasant
Watts.
And
present.
says good
bo salutary, there will be
it, that the matter was considered settled
very many who
parations for the marriage had been on
why should any ol us. male or female,
foot for several weeks, and invitations will demur upon the sober second thought.
before the Jameson Conve ntion was held.
constituent
or
Demounregenerate
had been sent to many notabilities, only a
Provisions of the kind should have a loyal
The Age itself was so certain of the posicrat, lament this event ? Our loss is gain
few of whom, however, were able to be on wide
and general scope, and not bo made
tion which this paper world take, that in
hand. Robert Collyer, of Chicago, perto the fair daughter of Zachariah. Who
to lit particular cases.
It is tickle, undigits comments, after the Conventions and
formed the important ceremony, which
shall blame, or “to the marriage of true
before the appearance of the Journal, it
differed from similar ceremonies general- nified and irrational to tinker so grave
minds admit impediments” ? A blonde,
ly only in the omission of the insignificant and important an instrument as the Consaid—
a belle, a
word “obey." If Olive had been asked
beauty and an heiress. About
The Journal, of course will support Jameson
stitution of the United States for a transito utter that word it would have been as
the sturdy young pine of Maine twines wilh all its might. It has denounced this retroublesome to her as “Amen" was to tory purpose. There lias been quite too
hellion in unmeasured terms; it lias encouragthe Michigan rose, and is glad.
As the
en enlistments with greaL earnestness, and reMacbeth after lie had murdered his royal much of it in the last ten years. The
make their wedding tour garded the vigorous prosecution of the war as
guest. Following the illustrious example question should be, not how it will effect loving couple
in Maine, and the happy eyes of the bride of vital importance, it has even accused the
of Lucy Stone, she declines to have her
administration of inefficiency in its war policy.
this candidate [or that measure in the
own name merged in that of her huslook for the first time upon the snows of The Journal has, moreover, always claimed lo
near
but
how
it
will
future,
he a Constitutional Union paper, ardently deband, and will continue to be known,
operate up- the far
east, and on her husband’s con- voted to the stars and
stripes, and ready to
publicly at least, as Olive Logan. I sup- on the welfare of the country and the
follow them,
let
us
sink or swim—survive or perstituency,
mingle
congratulations
is
no impropriety in
pose there
stating people in all coming time. The idea of
ish.”
with those that fall about the bridal path,
here, what hundreds of persons in New
it would not il It could, mid could not it it
the Presidency of any one man
York have long known, that Olive Logan limiting
which may no shadow cross. With all would uuw take the back track, and show tbe
white feather in the face c f the enemy.
It the
ceased to be Olive Logan several years to a single term is not a new one.
rest, take nur blessing. Kugene. you
Now such an extract as this, following
ago. It must be ten or twelve years since was advanced at the time of the forma- did it well.
she became the Wife of a gentleman, con- tion of the
the talk of the Age about being hired to
Constitution, and Mr. Sumin
a
with
both
the
nected,
literary way,
ner’s preamble shows that it has been
The Prog. Age calls our attention to a take the course we did, would overwhelm
press and the stage, but I believe their rewith shame anyone except the shameless
lations did not continue happy, and at any considered at various periods since—but letter in its columns, which
purports to
rate a separation took place.
The hus- never with any show of success.
His attack results
It be a Ku Klux communication to a man editor of that sheet.
band went to Paris, and when Hast heard would be difficult to
assign a sufficient employed at the Norfolk Navy Yard, in nothing except as proving that, by his
of him he was still there. Of course hi3
reason why, if a President has filled one
wife must have obtained a divorce, which,
threatening him with assassination. We ! own'statements he is a lying fool, and a
under the circumstances, could not be dif- term acceptably, he should not stand don’t think he need to leave on that ac- foolish liar.
ficult. Iler present husband has been her equally with his fellow citizens as a cancount. The writers of threatening anonybusiness agent for some time, and will didate fora second term. The
Will Congress, will the Cabinet, will
experience mous letters are generally beneath
continue to act in that capacity. They
Gen. Grant, will everybody to whom is
like that in all other positions,
are believed to be
well adapted to each acquired,
tempt, and their bark is more to be dreadcommitted the enactment and enforce-

the 19th says:
The explosion at Wahl’s glue
factory
on last Sunday afternoon was in
every respect a most peculiar one. The boiler
was one of the perpendicular kind, with
its base resting on solid masonry.
It
was fifteen feQt higli and 42 inches in diameter. It was made of the best boiler iron,
strongly riveted, and was, in the opinion
of skilled mechanics, in excellent order.
At 2:30 o’clock occurred the explosion.
From Iowa.
The boiler was lifted from its
fastenings
and hurled bodily through space to a disDi ruque, La., Dec. 2.1.
tance of nearly 4G0 feet. It passed upUAII.WAT DISASTER.
ward along a large brick chimney, made
Saturday night a passenger train hound its exit through the root the engine room,
north on tiie Burlington, Cedar Rapids went straight up a distance ot
probably
and Minnesota Railroad, broke through 1.10 feet, then toward the west and toward
lie bridge over Shell Rock river, at Rock- the foremast of a large
brigantine lying
ford station, Iowa, precipitating the en- in the creek. The lower end of the boilgine, caboose, baggage-car and one coach er struck the extreme upper end ot the
down twenty-live feet. James Judd, en- topmast with sufficient force to cause it
gineer, Bartlett, brakeman, and Robert to lose its balance, but not hard enough
Then the large
White, iireman, were instantly killed. to break the timber.
The baggage master had a leg broken. mass of iron began slowly to revolve,
The express messenger was seriously! and at the same time began its descent,
though not dangerously7, injured. Sur- until almost in an instant it struck the
geons were at once sent irom Cedar earth across the river, with such force
Rapids, to their relief, and returned to that one end was buried in the clay a disthat place Sunday with the dead and tance of four feet. It was in this condiwounded.
tion, standing almost perpendicular, the
•SNOW STORMS.

i'lst, Senator Sumner

the

tained by said trustees till the whole of said
road shall lie ready for the iron, when said onehalt of said bonds are to lie delivered to the
parties of the second part as follows, to wil:
One-sixth part thereof when iron sliail he laid
on ten miles of said road, and one-sixth
part
thereof as each ten miles of iron shall be laid
till the whole amount ot iron shall he laid ami
the whole of said one-half of said bonds shall
he delivered; provided, however, that a part ot
said one-half of said bonds may lie delivered
before the whole of said road shall lie
ready for
the iron it tile parties .so mutually
agree in
writing, the parties of the second part to lake
a lease of said road
as'thelsame shall lie completed and furnish rolling stock upon such
terms ns may tie agreed upon, and
provided
further that a satisfactory arrangement cun he
made with the Wiuterport it. R. Co.

de-

‘•

b

Explosion of

night

The three victims of
known and respected
leave families, who,
been compelled to lice

On

States had

has ten years of radical ruin brought this
country and one of its chief interests.
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duced

to over seven millions, while that of the
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unless his eyes are open, may wain* s, r
atorial honors and accede to ili«* arrange
nient which gives hi- town-m ui tin; i»Hn >'

During the storm, while the train win
stopped, a large miiiilu r ot butlaloes ongru

of Secretary of State, and himselt a better
place which, in the etui, whether he be

*•! Judge Murdo* k. mur Ulan
'Plie residem
m Wednesday
An
ville. low a. w as ?*tii n•
old lady, ag.-d ovn ninety ve.tr-., was res ued
from the building: bur unobserved by any on*-,
returned f*» save tier mom and perished ;n tie

lieves it

or

not, lie will be cheated out of.

The under offices in the Senate will
main, doubtless, the sameas la-t yeai
The

Hilly

til ale

OUli

«

fm

r<

ulilrtl IliOr

i'*n

gated around the train, am: stood on the b*
side *11 it tor protection against the storm.
••

flame*.
>t.
A raun-ai
n il in Maiylund is seuUUig
its prospectus*-- under the trank of “It
H
Duni, m. *•.,“ which i- t Duni dishonest tri k,

a big scramble is that of
there is no m. c. in the name of Dum, mu
Secretary of State. The candidates are withstanding the stupidity prevalent in that
body.
(too. (i. Stacy of Richmond, the present
Walter Carter. 10 year- old, was killed in
Deputy, and tormorly Stab1 Librarian; Concord, N H.. Saturday,
bv the accidental

appears to he

S.

as

d. Chadbourn of Dixmont, tor some
Assistant Clerk and Clerk of the

years

House, and.). H. Cochrane of this city,

breaking ot
was -awing

waste piece from some stutl Ic
w ith a circular saw
The pie. c
flew and hit him in the forehead.

A

n

old

lady

of

<

dumbiani, VI at* am

i. -cv

<

n

tormorly Commission Clerk in tv-three years old, recently gave birth to
She is the mother of several
the Secretary’s office under the late Noah health) child.
children, tin* youngest Melon* tbi- one being
Smith, Jr., Joseph R. Hall, and Deputy tbirty-l wo years old.
under Ephraim Flint. Stacy originated
Hi
Mr. Kdmumls, of Vermont. appearwho was

a

at Porter, in Oxford Co., and was appointed State Librarian by (Jov. Washbum in

1801,

on

the

ground,

as

claimed

of medium sj/e, with a bald head ami heavy
whiskers, as it his hair had sp 1 >tl from hiaught if in bis mouth as It
head and he in*!

fell.

Wash.

< or.

(in

( om.

<»t
by his friends, that lit; was desirous
but
fitting himself for the practice of law,
was too poor to obtain books, and that
the law library of the State would give
him the necessary reading and start him

A Canadian at “Tin* Corks” has been “. up
ping” the trees in the big wood* of Northern
Somerset, and selling the Hr balsam which he
obtains to Augusta, >kowbegun and Watervilie
druggisls at $"» a gallon.

lie seems, however, to
in the profession,
have abandonetl law from the first start,
and devoting his attention to other pur-

days ago by inquiring it he had any “yaller developments sich as they did up letter* in.”

landed
suits has amassed il is said,
property in Augusta and elsewhere
amounting to some thousands ol dollars.
He is supported by the “Kennebec King”
and the Morrill wing of the Republican
party—or rather, the radical temperance
element of that wing—of which he is a
suitable representative, and will doubtless receive the support of the church
members of the Legislature on account ot
his piety and correct morals, with the expectation that he will open and close the
a

ollice_with prayer.

Chadbourn, although young, is a veterin his party, and litis served for several
both as
years, to general satisfaction,
HavAssistant and Clerk of the House
an

An old lady from one of om rural districts
astonish* d a clerk in one of tin* store* a few

Steamer Florida lias sailed from St. Thomas
for New York. She was overhauled and hei
hut
papers examined hv a Spanish man-of-war,
everything was correct and aho proceeded.

J. II. (tilhreth. the noted horse-breeder, an !
(tilhreth Knox and other well-known
turf animals, died at Kendall’s mills on Saturot age.
day. lie was thirty-eight years
owner of

Mr. Danforth Foster, a wealthy aud respected farmer of August a. oimnitted suicide on
Thursday by cutting his throat. The cause of
the rash act is not known,
A Georgia railway train ran off the track,
and, after breaking one man’s log, jumped hack
on the rails, and ran on again as if nothing had

happened.
Mr. Kzra F. Beal, well-known throughout
the state as an eminent architect and builder,
died at his residence in Norway on Tuesday afternoon.

schoouer called “Grant aud Relatives,’’
recently launched at a port in Maryland
Of course it sunk immediately from the weight
A

was

of its

name.
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street, Newark. On entering, the
first object which met bis gaze was the
dead body ot a young man leaning against
Whether from
a bench near the door.
horror or fright it is not staled, but Mi'.
Parker instantly started back, locked bis
place, and proceeded to the police station
ami reported the matter to the otlicer in

Tragedy.
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Washington dispatch

that instead
"i there being an v likelihood of a war between
the United States and Spain, the two countries
are about to unite to put down the volunteer
rule in < uba.

him.

to

Boss

pmliete.l.

slates

Hiding.

Tweed

Tweed's bc.i'lsnien haw refused longer remg »»f a-he- and garbage into the stre« t-. and sponsibility. ;inj he is now eoneealed from
id.lie notice is-ivon against it. the Worst of- j Slirnifs oiMcers awaiting new bondsmen
Had
the a liver* found him. lie would have d.-m la*t
fence of the kind is commute 1 from one of the
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\ pyramid ot
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d ashes and
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A Canadian Trunk Mystery.
i- arising that tin atm- to hide the huibi\ louche.' icspateli says that a trunk
mwery
beun- -p; ii- an otic nee to evorv pa-s-r.
•
lias arisen there, \v11i.• h ha- created exeiteU bell tbe city -ngages a police ortieer to -ok
11‘■
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*
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11 the street.
-liould a.so b
wad J
t, containing tin- mutilated body
barge turn with tin- luty of making eomj laints
1
1
I* malt. in
partially decayed condition,
dot all \ lolator- •»!
:
ordinal:-.
1 *>■ limbs had been cut oil', and the flesh
eliop< 'apt
John V< gus
of m h. Par
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;ii them in large
pieces. The box had
i-%ag. from IL-Ita-t to P-Mon. during 11
bit
ll by a stranger whose name i< unknown.
ill snaj was knocked overboard by ih- man,
Rev. Mr. Hepworth Not a Unitarian.
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in in adjoining t.-wn afflicted with .ting trouble
has bought .»f How-A <
-j", i h <atle« of Ayer's
Cherry Pectoral, and -wallow.*d the contents
.Charles and >ain. Walker have bought
titty standing pine masts at Burnham, and will
bring tin-m by cars to this city.This is the
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and

benefactor cometh
shovel, and scaftereth the
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-uppery place-. and all the
people bless him li->m the bottoms of their
.-Viuoug the shortest tilings now arc the
day-.The Rockland 111**11 who attended the
railroad meeting in this eitv came by rail—
over
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IT) miles in

that way, rather than .*J0
bv oraraon road.«
B. Hazeltine has sold
his -pan of chestnut colts to a Boston
man for
-,20°.Pinkliam has taken the place on
tb- Katalidin of Simons, the
express agent who
was killed.The
livery -table men arc melanbolv over the departure of the snow..< hristmas brought back a good
many absentees, to
sit once more around th«* old table at
borne.
An epidemic of matrimony has broken out in
and 1- carrying off a great
the oil
many victims.Prof. 1>. A. Sargent, of the Bowdoin
<*yiniiasfi< School, is visiting his friends here
•The rity f.uani- are bidding a series of
Assemblies at Pierce's Hall.
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took place in this ieinity lately and mav
lu.t be uninteresting to your reader1 he schooner Morelight ot' (\aiai.-, < ap:
Voting, lMo tons burden, loaded with clear
liunher and bound for Boston, wa> running along <.r the night ot the l it!; in-!..
under heavy sail and supposed to be clear
u
ail rocks 11.d dangers
Id w*- -mow
dig bghtlv and a heavy sea running, but
n<
:;• >11 hie
wasanticipated and everything
"as comfortable
Suddenly, without au
instant’s warning, a huge sen carried the
vessel upon it- c rest and with a crash
landed her cm a sunken ledge knowt: a
Bantam. Tin next wave broke all ovc"
tin* vessel ami the crew casting oil' the
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me-eral-to mail arrangement, by which the rmdllrom
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city iic.- over night In Camden and goes into
I
Lock.and next morning. An arrangement has been
|
made, however, by which the packages on that route
;
will !.••• received an heretofore.
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inents to the trade tor
They are now makfor taking their annual
am ount of stock and every tiling in
the line of DRY VXD F V N< V
GOODS will he sold at extreme low prices.

tlte next,

three weeks.
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ing preparations
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Court of Pr#bau\ in!,i at
l"t- th- Count
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ot December. A, D. DM
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To the Honorable
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Administration, by
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two inori
u whose names are not given.
belt Annie (i. Bowk«.r, Howe, left Bath for Boston.
u jtii
Nov.
salt, and has not since been heard from

ami

as a tearful gale of wind prevailed
through tne
night and the next day, the late of the vessel and
crew seems hopeless.
The crew consisted ot Capt
sic ; Caj I. Shaw, ot Bath
Goo. Howu, of A,*r
Frank Willis and lt<>dgdon, ot Westport, together
halving ! dependent children. The owners are the
Mv-srs. Bowker, F rank Percy, and P. U. Rogers, i>!
Phipsburg, .J. W Sw» <■: ami the master, of Arrov

sic.
!’

and there

was no in-uranee.
-t.
N! *, Dec.
Srfi >partel,

:i!

Potions

and

Pungencies.

II vri» * >\ thk Lawvf.hs. Aii attorney in
Mr. Beecher’s company, once asked him,"Mip
1 --me that tin- parsons and the devil should
lit.gaii .a cause, which party do von think
would trail, it:-" "The devil, no doubt,” reahe would have all the
plied Mr. Beecher
i lawyers rm bA side
'hii-. Sta i;i- oi « Ai-i'is a I MX.
Features ot
Crceian mould, a well-turned neck and beautit .lly rounded arms, and no doubt very nice
thing- to have, and ladies who possess these
charms have reason to he thankful to Mother
Nature; vet, the most captivating of all womanly charms is a pure, fresh and brilliant

complexion. This superlative fascination any
lady may secure by using Hagan s Magnolia
Balm, the standard beautifying preparation ot
the present age.
It differs from all ordinary
co-metio in three most essential particulars,
inasmuch a- it coutains no injurious ingredients,
does

not

ontract

or

shrivel the skin

as

all

the

astringent "blooms,” "lotions" and ‘‘powders’*
>

c 1111 w 11v

iw,

mi

owui.r

i«ii

uij;

iuvi-i mess

of the skin.
I'mler
ol the epidermis becomes finer, and the surface soft as velvet and
and smooth as porcelain. Features cannot be
< hanged, but
complexions can, and it is quite
certain that a lady with no other charm than a
Iresli and rosy complexion, will attract more
admiration in company than lmr neighbor with
a classic tare but a sallow skin.
b\
its

improving the health
operation the texture

Ail Irishman who was recently run over by a
whole train of cars, got up and said he “would
not run another such risk tor tin dollars.
The special merits of smoi.an’drk's Bi'FHi
that it thoroughly invigorates an enervated
a id that it
is a perfect and truthful
specific for kidney, bladder and glandular disare

system,

mental and physical debdity, gravel
diabetas, all complaints of the urino-genital organs so frequent in the female sex, whether
married or single, and the fact of its being prescribed by family physicians, should be enough
to endorse its superiority.”

Marion United States Watch Co.’s (Clilea,
Wales, & Co.,) Watches were awarded the
First Premiums at “Fair of American Institute,” New York, 1H70, at “Fair of “Ohio Mechanics” Institute, Cincinnati, 1870, at “Lousiiana State Fair,” New Orleans, La., 1870, at
Texas Slate Fair,” Houston, Texas, 1871, and
at every Fair where exhibited, over all com-

from
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STATE OF MAINE, \
Waldo* ss.
)
Clement F; Cummings, lute of Stockton, lu said County ot Waldo, on the eleventh
day ot December, A, D. 1870, by his mortgage deed
of that date, duly signed, executed and delivered,
mortgaged to Wilson Hichboru and 11. S. Staples ot
said Stockton, a certain parcel of land with buildings
thereon, situated iu said Stockton, and particularly
described in said mortgage, which is recorded in
the Registry of Deeds Office, in said Waldo’.County,
m Volume 151, Page 126, to which said record reference may be had fora particular description ot said
mortgaged premises. And whereas tine conditions
of said mortgage having been broken, the said mortgagees claim a foreclosure of said mortgage, and
give this notice in accordance with the provisions of
the Statute of this State for the purpose of foreclos
WILSON iilCHBORN.
ing said mortgage.
II. S. STAPLES.
3w2*
Belfast, Dec. 18, 1871.
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Ftie Maine Farmer says the salmon do it.”
'VT OTICE is hereby given that the annual meeting
aII of the Stockholders of this Company will be
eggs at Orlond to the number of 70,500,
held at the Office of the Treasurer, at Belfast, on
A >>plendii>Presej#. On Wednesday evenwere packed
are sometimes careless
Caution!
Druggists
on
the
18th
and
up
inst.,
January lb, 1,872, at 4 o’clock in the afterMonday,
a
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in
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and
ing last,
gold watch and chain from the cele- shipped from
purchasing
get hold ol an noon, to act
Iiucksport by steamer Ka- imitation
upon the following articles, vi/
brated Howard American Watch
of Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy or a
Company,
tahdin.
Iif. To hear the
Mr.
Atkius
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carried
of
Reports .of Directors, Superin21,750
counterfeit article, and Innocently sell it for
•sting about £400, was presented to Edward l hem
tendant and Treasurer.
to Norway, in this State, where
Never
a
ushing, E'«j., by a few of his friend* in Portbuy
without
seein
genuine.
*Ad.
package
To choose Corporation Officers for the enthey
g
and, Rockland and Camden, (the larger portion will be hatched out by (Jrockett & Holmes, that the name printed upon it is Dr. Sage’s Casuing year.
lid.
To act upon any other business that may
being contributed in Camden,) a* a token of trout-breeders, and turned out next spring tarrh REMEDY, and not Dr. Sage’s Catarrh
(heir appreciation and regard. Mr. Cushing into the tributaries
New Catarrh Cure, Cataarh Reliever, or
properly coine before this meeting.
Cure,
of the Androscoggin
I*Kit Order.
was visited at his residence by the donors aud
some other similar sounding name.
Also that
Hiver. All of the fertilized
JOHN II. OL’IMBY, Sec’y.
'heir ladies to the number of about fifty, and
eggs have it has printed both upon the wrapper and also
Dec.
1871.
2w2j
Belfast,
2(1,
now
reached a stage of development, at upon the U. S. Government Stamp, which is
were agreeably euterUiined and provided with
Complete Official, Statistical and Business Directory
ut: excellent collation.
the
in
the words “R. V. Pierce, M. D. Bufof the State, 450 pages. MAP, showing Counties,
The presentation was which
of the heart and the upon it
pulsation
mwtb by T. R. .Simonton. Esq., in a few
In
this
N.
Y.*’
Towns, Railroads, Steamboat Lines, with Distances.
falo,
will
be
sure
way
you
to
movement
of
the blood in the veins can
appro*
Fares, Telegraph and Express Stations. Full of inthe (jen u. ine.
j.r.utb remarks, which were happily responded
get
571.
be
and
the
seen,
formation as a nut of meat. 14 complete City Diembryo fish is sensitive,
o t.\ the
recipient. Mr. Cushing was for many
A
modest
was
a
kkctories, tor $1,50. Everybody wants It. Sent
when
irritated.
Out of the
very
young, lady,
ears clerk of steamers Uovernor, State of Maine
passenger
wriggling
Boxes Smoked
just re- post-paid for $1.5u. Map alone, pocket form, 5u cts,
on board a
it is said, sprang out of ceived by Schr. Alexis, and for saleHerringfor
1,1,1 I>aniel Webster, and more
cash, AGENTS WANTED. Address
recently of the whole number packed, it is not anticipat- her berth packet-ship,
cheap
and jumped overboard, on hearing to close out the lot, by
steamers Lewiston and City of Richmond. ed that more than 2 or it
per cent will fail the
H. A. McKENNEY & CO.,
BASTE. NcFARLAlO,
“Men Herald.
captain, during a storm, order the mate to
by reason of non-fertilization
4m25
haul down the sheets.
Main Street, opposite Conant & Moody’s.
42 1-2 Exchange St., Portlund, Me.
4w2'{
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duly appmnteb
taken upon himselt the trust <d Admini-trat
or the estate of
Alary K. Eames. late ot Liin olm b
in
the County ol Waldo, decea-ed, b.
giving
bond as the law direct*, he therefore
re.jue.si- all
persons who are indebted to said dir.-a-.-.r- est-im
tomakeimmi diati payment, mu t io*< w ho li ivi
any
demands then on, toexMibit tin same t -t
b m. n't
to him.
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WATERPROOF

perfectly
instantaneous; no
disappointment; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable
odor. The genuine Wm. A. Batchelor’s I lair
Dye
Immediately a splendid Black or natural
producesleaves
the hair clean, soft, beautiful; does
Brown,
not contain a particle of lead or any injurious compound, Sold by all Druggists. Factory, lti BOND
STREET. N.Y.
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Valuable Medicine'

than ever before made ol the same materials.
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»Tobate C-uirt, M. !.l at lielta-r, within and for
oumy of \\ tldo, Oil till -vcoiid Tin -.lay ol
Den iiib. r, A. j). 1S7!.
1 * DIA IANK SIIKPARD AdinmLtnitnx
1 4 the estau of ( I». >ft«*j>.rd, I if<■ of i.ii
.i»• v:
in said County of Waidn di •■••a-i-d,
having pn-emeu
Ml
first anil final account of
.1 mi nisi rat ion mi -aid
estate for allowance.
Ordered, 1 Mat tin- said Administratrix give notice
to all person- in;, rested by
causing a copy of mi*
order to be published three w.-ek- -uuivs-i vi !> in m,
Republican .Journal, printed at !S»-lt.is* that t !s*->
ra;‘> sippe.at ,i i’robate Court, to be !n-:d at Iteifa-t
within and ;
said County, on the *ce.»inl 1
ue.-«iay
of January next, at ten ot the
b>ck before u<»a.
and shew cause, it any they liav •. wiiv the -ano
should not be allowed.
ASA Til C lU.ol’O U Judge.
A true copy. Attest 15. 1’ Kna.n Register.
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rapidly and steadily superseding both Thread and j
did
A dug*
(.old
c.y ot
Pegs. Besides turni.-diing the most durable, pliable I FlueFlat Finger-Kings.
Band, Plain and Fiigrnved and oth< pat
Gold,
ittid economical boot ever otFered the
public it terns with si/e- tor childr* u Gold Si!'
and Steel
alloriD an article more nearly
Bowed s|. k
with tin best Glass.--* to -uit all ages.
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E\ Kin ONE HIS OWN DOCTOR Being a
pri
vate instructor for married
persons, or thos. about
to be married, both male and
female, in everything
concerning the physiology and relations of our
sexual system, and the production and prevention ot
offspring, including all the new discoveries never before given in the English language, bv WM. YOUNG
M. D. This id really a valuable and interesting
work. 11 i- written in plain language tor the general
reader, and is illustrated with numerous Engravings.
All young married people, or those contemplating
marriage, and having the least impediment to married life, should read this hook. I; discloses secrets
that every one should b>> acquainted with: 'till it i'
a
hook that must be locked up and not let lie about
the house. J t will be sent to any address on receipt
of bO cents
Address Dr. WM. YOUNG, No. 4io
Spruce Str. ct, above Fourth, Philadelphia.
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE
No
matter what may be your disease, before you
place
yourself under the care of any out.* of the QUACKS
native and loreign—who advertise in this or
any
other paper, get a copy ot Dr. Young’s Book and
read it carefully. It will he the means of saving you
a
and
dollar, you health,
many
possibly your life.
Dr. Young can be consulted on any ot the diseases
described in his publications by mail or at his office,
No. lift Spruce Street, above Fourth, Philadelphia.
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: Ithrum.
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'oud Tuesday ot
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A Due copy.
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■f -ba-ib per head.
Milch Cows- Prices range from $10a$'.". per hwad.
For milch store cows, ?'l'ibb per head.
Sheep and Lambs -Extra and selected lots, $3 bia
s "G
Ordinary, *! '., ..., or from 4 as .v
lb.
Swine—Store pigs, none it market fat
hogs, ba
>■1-4 per pound.
Poultry Extra, I‘alb medium, 1G1, :; poor
II 1-Jalgc per lb.

petitors.
“A man who’d maliciously set tire to a barn,”
said old Elder Podsou, “and burn up a stable
full of horses and cows, ought to be kicked to
death by a jackass, and I’d like to be the one to

Kill! Si

I ’; L “'iri

,.i

-un,

•:

At a f’robui. t ourt h-Ui at, 1-Ifu.st. within
iter
tin County of W Ido mi
.u.i j-„, -,|a.
December, A D. IrC I.
Upon the foregoing Petition, (n.Jere.l
-,
gi
notice to all persons interest, "t
petition,
by
causing a c-.p> J said petition, with this urJ.'r
Miere n.t- be pm Uslu-d Hire- week succ-ssi■..•
iy Ul
'bRepublican Jou ual, a paper printed at ltd fast
that they may ippoor at u Pi ■-at. Court. t b= j,, i,|
•*? the Probate Dthce in lie I fas; ufore.-aid

»>

ease,

A young gentleman, speaking of a young
beauty’s fashionable yellowish hair, called it
pure gold/’ **It ought to be/’ said a bystander,
“it looks like twenty-four carrots.”
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Probate
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i LETS, of Bella?! A.duinitKr.ui...
the estate of Jo)
I.aed
goods, chattels and crt-di.s ui lid deceased
suificiei.t to answer hi- ,ud m i.«. and c
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Judge
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-naiij pains Mini
Inch if* hIi 11 h<-u
y other reruodies,

Probate Office in Bellas♦ af.-n-ai.R .u. i!,e
k r.
Tuesday of Januatv next u: u-u ...
ui« forenoon, and shew
ause it inytheyhuvt
vl
the same should not be granted.
ASA I firKLOTbU, Judge
A true Copy,
Attest- I; P. Field, Regi
-.*
»
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stock before pur
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•dock of these goods must he reand
our
Intention
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to close these out r-
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fot goit g fetltloi Ord
Up<
petitioner give notice (., ||| j.
j. u inter,
t-d, b,
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>-t o..
causing
with this order
copy ot
thereou, t>> tie published tilru we. k- successively m
the Republic in Journal, a paper printed at Belfast
that they may appear at a Probat- ourt, t.. m o bi

ably

Dan’l.

Cod,

certain real estate -itnate in Mearsmont, and con.-;-t
i'ig of an undivided 1 > of l-.ui what is Li.own athe homestead of said Win. Kerry, Ue. ■»?, d. Thai ai;
advantageous oiler of >n<- luunln d and t- n dollars ie
been nude by Orrin Kerry, ot said McarsiuciJ, wii.eh
"tier il i- for the interest of all cone. ne d .mui- :i
ately to accept, the proceed? thereof to
; u< .iron interest lor the benefit of said uniioi.
\\ HKREt-ORE your petit tuner prays vou.
.n«.r to
Kraut him a license to -ell and coin * -•ud r, ai e-t-.n
«•( said minoi, including t he r. vci -ion ot t!-- a
u.w’dower thereon, ro said orrin for -aid s un.
U
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Mis ,IN., Vksskj.s.
bch Sarah Mafia.
Rk.
land
apt. l.eander Metcalf, is supposed t no lost
She left New York h
Salomon tie* nth, loaded with
pig Iru:;. and h~ no ridings have been madved tram
111
It iired that she has foundered with all un
board. Sin was ewm-d by Francis Cobb, Ira Fllemand N. A. 1 arwei.. .>m .v is insup-d, and valued at
about
Sell Uncle Sam, ul Rockland, Stinson
f Rockland, with (Jape
master,and bch Mary Ilall
Divan Wallace, Hal.-el Fhut and Harlow Robinson,
all of Thomaston.for cr< w. sailed from Boothbay un
the 15th, and little hope is entertained of either vessels or crews.
With Capt. Mi tcall were George H
Barstow and Phillip Spear, ol Rockland, and prob

pJr

j

1

Breeding

t

io Correspondents and Subscribers.

<

Fish

:in

guilty

lined live

s

Is, s< re as quickly as po
lantern and a compass and with dilllcuity
<•’.< aringthe boat, abandoned the schooner
to
what appeared certain de.st ruction ;
They ••ached this place in the morning, it
b'hng only live miles from tin* rock, and j
*.
*'ii« e
engaged a vessel to go out and
.-*
crwhat was possible to be secured.
Arrivecl at that place, imagine their surprise at. finding 110 trace ol a vessel. Being
lumber loaded, she could not sink, and of!
ourse the
only thing else sheeould do was i
> have
gotten otl’by herself. Reluming
! they immediately
telegraphed lor the cm
t* r.M' ( ’ulloi
gh of Portland/for assistant!
and severa. vessels left port, to hunt
up
the prize. One-half of vessel and
cargo I
1
were
nautical law belonging to whom
Mio'
nrst rescue her.
1 he isio.UOO thus
loaung about lor an owner raised some
eager lookers. The gentle wind from the
N West, it was
supposed, had taken her
straight to leeward. The cutter returned
Saturday night with no tidings. Since an I
I’ S. ship cannot claim salvage, it would
lm greatly to the interest of the owners I
that she should find the
missing ship.
Monday, the ikth, site started again on
the seal ch ami about noon returned with
the More-light in tow, unharmed, with
everything undisturbed, even to the captain's gold watch
hanging in the cabin.
■She had about two feet of water in her
bold, but was apparently ready to proceed
on her
voyage. She was found only fifteen miles from the
place of her abandonment, having been returned by an easterwind
on
ly
Sunday.
A vessel afterwards came in and when
heard
the circumstances, reported
they
that they had seen the
Morelight off Matinieus, but supposed her “all right,” and
thus missed the
prize.
I'he steamer
charged ten tons of coal—
the amount consumed in the search.
Capt.
' omig took possession
again,glad enough,
n“
doubt, to send once more for his crew
who had gone to their homes.
[Lewiston
Journal.
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Schooner Wrecked and Saves Herself

A

BURKETT

Tudg. of Probate for (he Count

X_ ry, minor and heir at law ot Wm. Kerry, late o
Srarsniont, in said County, <f.«• »-t «1, r-fp> tfullj
represent? that said minor is -ei>; I and pesM-ssed <•

th.-

ber load- d fur Jewett & l'itcher of Boston. The
I vessel leaked
badly, and Wednesday night became
unmanageable lrotii being waterlogged, and during
iiEi.i'i^r rancid ((aini:\T
the time since, until Saturday morning, the captain
and crew have had no tire and nothing to eat. and
rr' :>o
Weekly for the Journal.
when they were rescued by the pilots they were
\> i, Wednesday, l»oc. 27, 1871.
Hi.i
nearly exhausted. Their sufferings lrom the cold
hu\ het-n terrible, and as they were conveyed to tin
7 1
Flour.
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Denneysville for New Vork,arrived here to-night,
bringing the .Tew ot Sell Nancy It. ileagau, of boston, which were taken o!f 20 miles N E ot (’ape Cud,
on the 22d, the vessel having tilled with water on the
The mate and cook were badly tro/ou.
21st.
Sell Knight, ot Isleboro’, Coombs, from Bangor,
lor Fall Itiver, sprung aleak in Tarpaulin Cove, ?->d
She will discharge at Vineyard
inst and tilled
Uavrri and go on the railway tor repairs.
!>• K. It. I i.AUKi.
\ i:oi;-i ahi.i: Siikruy Wink
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living
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in the morning.
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York Market.
New Yoiik. Dec. “V.
I 1,1 » >11.
Wheat dull, nominal, £1.47al.fr).
•: n
7 a7.
thits dull, fdafr'.. Pork
-.si ‘-"i I ir l fpiiot, 0 1-1 :i;5-*r. Hold

is brief.
Me was only
Stagnation in the blood tends to produce
of age, and had been ; nine-tenths of the diseases “flash i< heir to.”
.This,
however, is obviated, wmiui r j-f.hii
twice in Siatc Prison tor burglary and
rrA'HXG the
Latham’s
once in the County Jail.
His last visit to < n ilAi'.nr system,?.»vadministering
L\ nan
! \ ;••
•Ntate Prison was tor entering a liquor
Ln.i
relieved
and
Lv
instantly
soon
cured
now
Mr.
on
Market
store,
Jones,
kept by
u-ing Dr. Briggs’ Pile lUmedies,” t hey reI -1> in ruing mixed train from p.cn.iud
got
dree!
Corrigan’s, the money duce intlamation.
formerly
soothe
the
"*•
irritated
and
s’)
parts,
upgrade and had to war .n hour drawer of which he cleaned out. His have
proved a blessing to the aillieted. Whether
f*r r.
stra h»<omOiive.
[Lew ,st<-n Journal.
patents died when he was an infant. He internal, external, bleeding or itching piles, all
nr bifiids *#f the < eutrut wh*
‘-mpiain of leave* two brothers in Newark
Few kinds in all stages must ield to the wonderful
;
hr g!
ic
die Be. last hr.u. b. wd
intluenci* of these ne\ or (ailing remedies. Sold
ml.,wen* known to the author
;1 harder ci-.
ilOtice.
by Druggists.
ties.
Corns!
How they -ting, throb ami ache,
W >issoii. r. i• 111iy p.isi.c of tin I'm5c
smart
and burn our feet. In vain we beg, we
flic ii ry ol inquest exonerated, the own
-a-1threaten, we eur.-e, we ilouri-h tie* sharpest
Sjciett in Mocklou. is m’\\ preactiui the premises, who had set the gun.
knives above tlmir heads. w«- burn, ••ut, hack,
t• .*
c! the Min
in K.ii'iningtMi-. Me ’,.
hew and fell, and still the pesky corns remains
a source of
misery. L-eo-ss are celr atieA Western Tornado.
:• ai>. curses, groan-;
I'lie tongiu 'd cimjiitdicc rossessed
nothing is equal to Briggs'
: Alleviatoi and Curative, as a cure for Corns.
l.oDec.
_m.
Ai
noon
j**vn.i.K,
to-day, Bunions.
i*> .i member <d' tiie ivm.x tbujtry bar.
Ingrowing Nails and all ailments of
a tciTiii’- tornado passed over a part of the
tin'fee'. Sold by Druggists.
iti\ placed
before the honorable
••■on::try too; Miles below New Albany.
NkluaI.gia—Dr. ). Briggs’ Allevator will
: "t that
locality t powerful Ulustra- !• h. breaking down timber and destroy- instantly relieve nervous or sick headache,
On fed of trestle work on the Air
;mo
ni
manner and form as fid lows, to
neuralgia, catarrh, -ore throat, dyspepsia,
ing
Line Railroad, indicting damage to the heartburn, palpitation, flatulency ,,-our stomach,
we
Your Honor, from small begm
in tact it is the greatest restore? of '.lie age,
A
amount <•! several thousand dollars.
uinter ids or neutralizes all poisons, reduces
timg-s iT.oat results may
un
There
horses and two men were lifted inflammat• -it, ami
buggy,
prevents disease. Sold by
tli tii egg.
Look. and burned arising Pom the ground and carried forty foot
K .•liar.': S. Mood'-', s. A. Howes A
o.. Beifa-t.
l he
urtis Jr.,S ar-p.c-t, ltob.-rt- A Hiehborn.
tlierefi an tine mighty Shangiu.* eoek !v
occupants of the vehicle escaped lin- L
,v
•d-kton,
Mudgeit
Lib:>) I’ro.-pect, -i. V
Tin bers snapped asunderlike whipin’.
The
-uit saw it.
Scavy Frankfort, and Druggists g<: nerallv. tf !
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latter , brother, and a Air. Marsh, proceeded at. once with Parlor o his factory,
Severe pain will not get out of fashion yet for
and soon recognized ini ho stiffened corpse iong
time, and so long, people will use ;i good
the form of William Ilealy. Some time remedy—Bonne's Pain-Killing M agio »>il is just
what
ih-’ people ummI, toeiip- li.-adaehe. rheuduring the night or early in the morning
matic, neuralgia, and other painful complaints*
Ilealy had broken into the foundry by S.
\. Howes A » o., wholesale Agents.
pushing in one of the door panels. Ib*
A boy at Kingston, seven years old. is destihad gathered up in a workman1* “hicktute of ears, and lias a good joke on his mother,
ory" shirt some seventeen pieces of brass who
But she makes
finds him difficult to bov
fittings, worth in the aggregate about it up on him on different portions of his terri1 >1 El ).
and laid the plunder in one corner tory. IP' s.iys lie wishes he had ears like other
of tin* place, lie next walked over to a boys.
[Obituary noti'es, beyond the t/ufe, name and aye
bene}), in which was a drawer where was
must be paid for. j
Tin: bp ] <noN ^ktti.ed. Those eminent
brass
some
line
work.
The
lu Montville, Dec. s. ot Cancer Miss Mary Alt v
men.
Dr.
lames
t>>
Oueen
kept
fancy
«'lark, Physician
instant he touched the drawer he received \ ietora, and Dr. Hughes Bennett, says that antler, aged 4. years and i* months.
In
New Orleans,Sept 14,Geo., ld<*st son of hn-.
a handful of buckshot of a coarse number
consumption can be tired. Dr. Wistar knew and Kliza
years.
McKinley ol this city, aged
into his left side, and probably dropped this when tie discovered his now widely known
In Koscrnont, Minn., .Sept. 1.. Mrs. .Sara!.-, duu./hr
Balsam <u Wild <’ukuuv, and experience er of Win, F. uud II. A
ot the
it v
Wiley,
dead against the bench without a struggle. has
formerly
proved the correctness ot his opinion.
years.
aged
nr sin.i lore downward into me groin.
In Rockland, Dec.
Mr-. Mary, widow ol the
\ good -ort of a mail was recently asked !o
late Royal l’rescott, aged hi years and
On his person was found an account book
months.
; subscribe for a chandelier lor the church.
In So. Thotnusion, Dec. 1>, Mr-. Frank 1- p.-rrv.
with Warner A Yolk, hatters, witli whom •‘Now." said he. “what's the use of a'-hand*
aged 4j years and ‘J months.
deceased had sometimes been employed, tier? When von get it you can't get any one to
In Fden, Dec. lu, Mrs. Lena S. Hadley, aged
years and 8 mouths.
also his pardon lrom State Prison, dated play on if.”
In Hancock, Dee. 1
Pet
Collin, aged about s
If your horse is lame, sore or galled, you
duly 10, ISO7 and signed by Horace N.
years.
Mrs. F.li/ib&th Billings aged
Congor. Secretary of State. The instru- should use “Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment," 8?lu Bangor, D e
years.
wash flic part with castile soap and warm wament oi death is a seven-eighths inch
In Caruden, Dec. It Aaron Mills, ugeu
ars.
ritle bote carbine, similar to those used ter, rub dry, with a clean cloth, then apply tin*
In Bangor, l>e.\ I
rv -eddeniy,« .ore )
only
Liniment, rub in well with the hand.
damliter of 11. 1and M• ml » .lone>: t.
-ton.
by the Confederate cavalry during the
1U years, p months.
aged
Historical—The
reason
beat
the
why
liiey
wai
The stork and barrel measure only
drum was because it called the harp a lyre.
twenty-eight inches. It was lived on the
Have the readers of tin* Journal ever used
wall at the far end of the bench, and con^1111* N'KWS
of “Larson’s Purgative Lids?" if not why
nected with Ihe window and the drawer j any
u..i
are the bed family physic, besides
they
l>y a string.
nuti oi
i%i
being the greatest anti-billions remedy there is
In justification of Ids course Mr. Parker | in this (’(liuitrv.
ARRI\ If.
says the factory was repeatedly entered I
A Sunday school teacher read: “Let your
Dee. J4. boh. Active, Coomb-, Norlu.'k
and robbed, and, taking the cue from the ! loins be
girded, ami your light burning." and
boh. Orion, o*:born, Boston,
New York gunsmith, Aganisto, he took asked the question, “Why are we
bobs. Myra bears. Chapman. Jtosto
Furl
commanded
Ferguson do Fli.-abcth West 1<> \d.Uin ..
desperate measures to check the annoy- to gird our loins!-’’ One little shaver cried out. do.
"To
our
breeches
keep
up!”
ance.
..

New

tflhunab

wti-

MoorCj
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Rev. CSeo. II.
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charge. < 'aptain Dwyer. Detectives Smith
ami Ntaim-hy. Alderman Stainsby, the

great joker living in Iowa, by the
name of Ache, and he has named a newly arrived daughter “Bellie,” the short for ‘‘Belle."
When she gets big enough to wrestle, won’t
■die give it to that old man?
There is

MARRIED.
In this city on Monday last, by Rev. Dr.
Palfrey
Lucius F. McDonald and Emma F., daughter of lion'
Neliemiah Abbott.
At Puebls, Colorado, Dec. I, Fred. Barndollar of
l\,ur.d Kittie A. Morgan of Terre Haute, Indiana.
At Terre Haute, Ind., Dec. 23, Herbert E. Madison
ol 1. II., and Flora A. Patterson of Belfast.
In Moutville, Dec. IT, Francis
Mayhew of Boston,
Miss., and Aubiue Sargent of M. Also Nov. 1
Kbenezcr (Jowen and Jennie Lamb, both of M.
In Ellsworth, Dee. 13, Amos Rich of East
Eddington, and Asonuth lvelliher of E. Also Dec. 11, (ieo.
Griggs ol Boston, Mass., and Arianna Lord of Ells’
worth.
In Castine, l)Cc.
Frank Perkins and Fannie
botli of C.
In Eden, Dee. 10, Samuel J.eland and Martha J.
Burns, both of E.
In Gouldsboro, Dee. 11, Stephen Pria and
Lydia
Grover. Also 1John Sargent and Sarah Bunker.
Al-o r.<, Edward Barrett and Al/ira
Brown, both
Gouldsboi.).
In Franklin, D. e. 13, Joseph Clark and Ida
l.ainp
son, both of E.
In Rockland, Dec. ly. Capt. Hardy D. l.ane aud
Louisa Torrey, both of Swan’s Island.
In I homaston. Dec. IS, Fred O’Brien and Susannah Page both o! Thomaston.
In Camden, Dec.
Miriek Hosmer and Mary
Howe.

■.
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mm

r

The strong point supporting the use of Fellows’ Compound of Hypophosphites, are, that
while it takes immediate hold upon the system,
in stimulating the Liver,regulating and strength
ening the muscles of the Heart, Stomach,
Lungs, Ac., it has no debilitating affect under
any circumstance; and while its continued use
is marked by the general toning of the system,
without produeing constipating effects, it may
be stopped at any time without the usual disagreeable effect following the discontinuance of
some otherwise valuable tonics.
These characteristics are particularly valuable to consumptives and other debilitated invalids, and arc
peculiar to this preparation.
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About three o’clock in the afternoon of
E. Parker visited
the rear of No. 2:>

was
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Trap

Sunday. 'Mr. (leorge
his brass foundry, in
l!iv<

■
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Herald, Dee. ~\i. j

[ From the N. Y.

1*. M.

A shocking tragedy occurred at East Ailingpreseni. and f
I ton, on Christmas day. Three mm entered
-‘milled. 1 i: the Kklet
m
,m\
the saloon of Fnnvoll A- Lawrence, for the purI
an appeal m. .An ofli -or.
: !
pose cf “clean’ng it out.** when Farwoll drew
hi- v
v*
.mid Mr-, <i. and
a revolver aud shot all three—one named Han-king up nah fatally, and the other two severely. An
household u'o n!
I're-cnl i\ .j
t.f the
l-ishma:i. named Timothy Malooncy. who enlid’s p 'p
**■•*:» the northward repirted
tered ti; s tloon in the midst of the melee, was
iat the I :;.i
h■ i:i 1>e a
a
in early hour
'h'*' 'l‘jad.
While- icloadiilg his pistol. :t was
r*i\iu.»!»t hi!’- '•■'hind a fast
oing uver »’•
P» maturely discharged, and a little son of Farhor- ■. -re
ii _m idu.ilP. <i.iw111*• i upon iiie minds
wclPs received its contents in his breast, dying
a iip>-(>
A- the
j I'e-i-n! that he had flown.
in two hours therefrom. Farwel! and Law*
rll>« .1 U a;,l. it Was
uiIll-el ! •! the
pr.
n nec have been arrested.
Farwe!! i' a man of
a
elila! kal* v shrewd
nltii t! le hid
large will Imt low propensities.
en«
that In- services would not In needed,
Rumor that Grant is to Help the Spaniards.
in. inin
of the l .Mer’s ll H-k. >rtho-ewho
,;i;y

by
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ONE DOLLAR A YEAR,
Jp-^TWE cannot enumerate the prices of all
the goods in our stock, but the above will give
the reader convincing proof that we are real I v
in earnest iu closing out the greater portion of
our stock at

cheap prices.

strutly
ftliorl

iv

U'Y'Vt.

Make

ArcuunU

Long

FitemU.

4^-Specimen copies sent iree on application
H. W. RICHARDSON,
0>

Federal

to

Street,

Portland, Main-

OQfHEMP CARPETINGS, STRAW MATTINGS, OIL CLOTHS, FEATHERS, at low
prices.

GEO. W. BURKETT & CO.,
Hay ford Block, Church St.

F< >K

EMPLOYMENT, SSS
LIVII

LU

IIIIUM

II

$Mu,rd,iy,<
lown
strictly honorable, and adapted to c\ cry ity,
and Village. Send for Samples, and go to work at

1 v4«;

HAYFOUP Bl.in

the premises.
Belfast, Dec. I,
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is:

F-r

F

particulars inquire

lKHuiFi

Proprietor.
4wtt

^

Address
J.

SALK!

Dodge’s Restaurant
in

once.

fl£tTThe people of Castine, Penobscot, Tsleboro, Brooksville and surrounding townl would
do well to call at our store in Castine, where
they will find a splendid assortment of both
DRY and FANCY GOODS, at as low prices as
obtained at any city or town on the Penobscot.
iJ^Those indebted to us will please call and
settle their accounts.

I

j

UTHAN A < O
292 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

NEW LOT EXTRA LIVE

Geese Feathers.
.% T

FIELD & MATHEWS.

11 Pliemx Row,

Notice of Foreclosure
\ I OSES tillAN I', of Frankfort, now Winter
port, by his Perd dated th lltli day of Janu
ary, 18»K), and recorded in the Waldo bounty Registry
ot Deeds, Book log, Page lg8; conveyed to me,the
undersigned, in mortgage, a certain parcel of real
estate situated in Frankfort, now Winterport, in the
bounty ot Waldo, and bounded as follows, namely
Easterly by Ephraim Grant; on the South by How
urd Snow ; on the West by Rut us Lumber and Chat lea
W. Grant, on the North by Elijah Low and others
and the condition of said mortgage having been
broken, I, the undersigned, by reason thereof, claim
F.I
a foreclosure.
EN A. VOSE.
3w23
Winterport. Dec. 11, 18~1.
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has revolved around
conflagration, yet the
Toc-i*T" ire still burning
rn
elev ators and the im;
A
clu«e t*> yield up tin1
.•inity of the wharves and
there is an odor of parch-li
kening, in spite of
-d
:'ds and intense cold.
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Ap•
'tin ! reason except that
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the
itself,
inhabitants
! v are
called upon to
*n

Peculiarities.
was

quite

a

wag,

well as a peculiarly interesting preacher
He was often called upon to perform
the ceremony, and his peculiarities on
such occasions often furnished a supply
ot merriment
long after the parties had
retired from the parsonage.
On one occasion, after the marriage
knot had been tied, the bridegroom, supposing that the parson was entitled by
law to a certain tee, and would therefore
return the change, handed the minister a
ten dollar hill, which was
carefully folded
and placed in his pocket. The old parson
having noticed the X in the corner of
the old State Bank note, kept up his lively conversation, commencing upon tho
ups and downs of life, till the groom had
become somewhat nervous over the delay in relation to his change and ho ventured to say,
as

-c

i i-"mg.

Tito only missionary work performed
in theso quarters is accomplished by the
; Chicago police. It is the policemen who
gives timely warning of the approach of a
special visitor of the Chicago Relief and
Aid Society. Time is allowed to get the
druuken husband out of sight, or, it necessary. a bloody cloth is tied around his
head, and the poor man “had just got his
death blow sure from a fall from a scaftold.” Then a board is pulled up suddenly from the door, net only to let in the
cold, but to bide away whatever may remain of the last day’s bounty of the
ChicagojRelief and Aid Society. All the
small children are made to set up ahowl,
whilst about all the contusion a frowzyheaded female is heard praying for the
sowl of that good old Robert Collier."

Marriage

parting breath.
mv

was caught stealing cabbage.
When
asked if hunger prompted her to commit
the theft, she answered:
“No; I had
rather go to jail than live in the barracks.”
There is a suggestion of military life in
the name of these horrible tenements.
It
is true an army is congregated there—an
indescribable something that commences
where reason leaves off' and instinct begins. Men and women go into the barracks just as the beasts retreat to their
dens and the fish hide themselves under
tiie stones. An army is marshalled witliout officers or discipline.

Parson Allen, ot I).,

live.
'I ,!

'•••*

«

One can suffer and die in the cabin
without the oars being jeered and insulted
with drunken profanity. A woman, with
features like one of Murillo’s Madonnas,

I rein one of
I,**v.-Tetters” in Scribner's
are

Vceml*er.
!i
three, my darling
u aie.

\

tion.

of Farewell.

verses

A "Horsy” Advertisement.

The fol-

per

lave stock taster than anybody’s, and
all trained to respect woman’s rights—also children’s—yet warranted to
get away
from anything else on the road.
Buggies. broughams, barouches, hacks, sulkies, road wagons, hearses and every
kind of vehicles tor slow or fast travelwith horses to match. Funeral turnouts
cheerfully furnished, and guarranterd to
make the proper impression.
Bloated
aristocrats from abroad taken on to nnv
and
road,
warranted ahead of any stage
or
any other conveyance—foy money.
No complaint is ever heard from stock
fed in this stable.
More hilarity than
was ever known in any other collection
ot dumb animals since the procession
from Noah’s landing.
No hay ropes
about this
establishment—everything is
turned loose; the key to the barley sacks
within the reach of the
hangs
humblest horse in the stable, and no
pains are spared to make the guests of
the establishment distinguish the difference between this and the desert Waste

Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,

fHAT

WIU.

SUIT

lucident to Married and Single Ladles.
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of
the Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and Body;
Pimples on the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Ner-

THE

vousness; Constitutional nnd other Weaknesses in
youth and the more advanced, at all ages, of
BOT!IiSKXES, SINGLE.<)it MAKRI El>,
■•it. i,. i>ix«
PRIVATE MEDICAL
41 Eutlicott

MULTITUDE! Dew York University Medicines
Tli« Urea leal Vacceii of ibe

A Kent for she (Stale

a

ago

Geo. W. Burkett

It bus been about

Would invite public attention to the tact
that his stock has been enlarged and his

prices marked down to a very small margin of profit in order to make this stock
the largest, best anil cheapest.
Having
formed a co-partnership anil the already
large stock is to l>p doubled and the linn

citizen of West

known hereafter

as

G. W. BurkettS, Co
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Chronic and Sexual Diseases.
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94 TEMPLE PLACE. BOSTON. MAS^.

Thecbjec' in establishing this Iumi'.
attain the greatest. perfectioii
preparation, pvacthe am! u*«e ot Vegetal
Remedies, unil t > secure a permanent
COWLES'S PATENT
where Lundies. Invnli is
any per*obtain 'he best m- L. *1 ad* •« >ud such
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twenty five years.
in want of Machines lor family use u
in the treatment t
large
experience
and
to
call
Invited
manufacturing purposes, are
Dr Greene Is in his fifty *.!
diseases.
It saves one half
see this labor-saving invention.
his life to this bran
the labor. It cannot turn the wrong way. It has ; and hail devoted
w
It
no dead centres, and can be stopped instantly
profess on, and hi- success, we believe
ot the
control
the
under
machine
the
perfect
places
out parallel.
The injurious
operator bv the use ot’ the feet alone.
which
he
to
giv*
Among the diseases
effects resulting from the coustaut use of the Sewing
*
Machines are entirely obviated by the use
pedal attention may be noticed Cancel S
TREADLE POWER. It can be seen in operation
t
Bronchitis
Consumption. He
ula, atarrh,
on all kinds of machines at our .Salesroom.
Diseas*
Neuralgia, Asthma. Nervousn1o. •tb-& Washington Stir**l,
Kheumitism, Paralysis, Spinal Diseases, 1'
Agentnext door to .Iordan. Marsh k Co.'s.
pepsia, Liver Complaint. Female Complain
i"wi8
warned.
Faint Stomach, Erysipelas, White Swellin
HILL, HOLMES &. CO.
iSalt RLeum, Canker, Deafness, Kidney l>
eases, Heminal Weakness, d
1 reene's Medical Pamphlet, descry
Dr
tive of diseases and their proper t reatiuent *
to sent free to invalids.
Address, R GREENE M D
i}4 Temple Place, Boston Ma»*
Nov.Ib71.
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Treadle Power!

York an«l

at Londonderry to land Mails ami Passengers.
The Steamers ot this favorite line are built ex
pressly lor the Atlantic Passenger Trade, and t'.tted
up in every respect with all the modern Improvements calculated to Insure the safety, comfort, and
convenience of passengers.

<
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PIRSON'S

Passage Rates. Payable in Currency*
ttlaiiroH Liverpool A Londonderry,

Cabin Return Tickets:

—
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MASON’S
German

MACHINES.

Liniment!
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greatest internal ash eaterAll kinds of SEWING MACHINES repaired (n
nal Remedy ever used for the Cure of Cold,
the best manner. Also Clocks, Guns,Pistols, Lock-.
Cough, Toothache, Headache, Rheumatism, Neural- Skates, Ac., Ac., repntried at short notice.
gia, Contracted Cords, Mucles and Tendons, 8prains.
New and second hand Sewing Machines ot every
Frost Bites and Chilblains, Cuts, Bruises, Burns and make,
bought, sold, or exebauged.
Scalds, Pleurisy, Pain9 In the Side, Breast or Back, j
Quality, tor sale,
Sewing Machine OIL ot
Cholera and Cholera Morbus, Cramp or Colic Pains, Also Shuttles, Bobbins, Needles,Screw Drivers. Ac,
Kidof
the
inflammation
also
j
Diarrhoea, Dysentery,
on hand or made to order.
always
of the Heart,
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Patties sending tor their friends in the Old Country can purchase tickets at reduced rates. For fur
ther particulars apply to HENDERSON BRO’S., 7
Bowling Green,N. V., or COX & FIELD, Insurauct
3m 14*
Agents, Belfast, Maine.
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Sample Boxes

1 guarantee the above certificates to be genuine,
and I will forfeit $1000 to any one that will find them
otherwise.
Persons having doubts will please address the

THE SUBSCRIBER OFFERS
for sale, the house and lot situated
on Wadsworth Street, in Thomaston, belonging to
heirs of the late Capt. Joseph Gilchrist. Said lot
contains about 27.000 feet of land with a large two
story house and other buildings situated thereon,
and will be sold low If applied for soon. For terms,
J. M. BEVERAGE.
eall on the subscriber.
tft
Thomaston, Aug. 24,1S71.
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For fifty years 1 have been troubled with Scrofula.
Some fifteen years ago a fearful ulcer broke out on
my leg. Three months ago it had extended from
the ankle-joint nearly to the knee. 1 could not move
without great pain, in this condition I commenced
taking the University Medicine.
At first it drove out a fearful humor all over me.
In a few days the humor began to subside, and the !
ulcer is now healed and I feel like a new being.

Real

ma

abort time

& Son au.l Richard li.
by Wm, O.andPoor
all other Druggists at th.
Moody
Belfast,
ct-., per Box ‘.Boxes tor $ 1.
small’price of
For

For three years I was badly afflicted with Asthma,
Catarrh, and a fearful consumptive cough.
1 was perfectly cured with the University Medicines In six weeks. For the past two months I have
been continually exposed to wet and cold, without
the least return of symptoms of the above diseases.
CAPT. A. CLEAVES.
Cape Elizabeth, June 3, 1870.
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Justly celebrated tor the cure oi Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Gout and Sick Headache. Also Hill s
Pile Ointment, equally reliable tor the cure ot Piles,

I was afflicted with Sciatica for three months most (
off or pur I
of the time so badly that 1 could not
my boots and stockings, and In order to pick up
anything from the floor, I had to get down on my J
knees, and then could not lift five pounds in that
position. By Using the University Medicines 1 was ;
O. O. NEWHALL,
cured.
To
Firm Gosse, Newhall & Co., Printers.
Cor. Exchange A Middle 8ts., opposite Marble P. <>,
Portland, Dec. 13, 1870.
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of University Medicine, and have been well up to
CHAS. E. DUTTON,
the present time.
Store No. 312 Congress St., Portland.

parties.

l

Mil

o

'«■*'

DR. DoW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 Endlcott street, Boston, Is consulted daily tora'ldiseases
incident to the female system. Prolapua Uteri or
Falling ot the Womb, Fluer Albus,
and other Menstrual Derangements, are all treated
relief
on new pathological principles, and
I had the Catarrh so bad tor seven years, that my
So invariably certain is
in a few days.
head became contused and painful. 1 was obliged to j guaranteed
the new mode of treatment. that most obstinate
in
to
times
the
from
ehokI
night
keep
get up several
yield under It, and the afflicted person
I employed some of the best physicians In the ! complaints
ing.
boou rejoices in perfect health.
country without benefit. I was perfectly cured with
has no doubt had greater experience in
Dr.
Dow
the University Medicines in three weeks.
the cure of diseases of w imen than any other phyA. M. MORGAN, 224 Cumberland St., Portland, sician in Boston.
Contractor on the Portland & Odgensburg Railroad, j
Boarding accommodations lor patients who may
Feb. 18, 1870.
wish to stay in Boston a tew days under his treatSince giving the above certilicate, I have been perment.
fectly free lrora Catarrh, though I have been continDr. Dow, since 1845,having confined his whole atually exposed to wet and cold s.
tention to an office practice for the cure of Private
A. M. M<>KGAN.
June 10, 1870.
Diseases and Female Complaints, acknowledges no
superior in the United .States.
1 have been afflicted for twenty years with Chronic
N. B. All letters must contain one dollar, or
I have spent hundreds of dollars for j
Rheumatism.
will not be answered.
medical treatment without benefit. Ten days ago, I they
Office hours from 8A.M. to 9 P. M
commenced taking the University Medicines, and 1
lyGi
Boston, .July 25, 1871,
can truly say, it has been more beuetit to me than all
other treatment I ever received. My place of buaiI shall be pleased to answer j
ness is 137 Pearl street.
JOHN TURNER.
all enquiries.
ANCHOR LINE STEAMERS

ELIZABETH CHAMBERLAIN,
38 Chestnut St.
Portland, Aug. 30.
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a .-siamiani
rreparaiion, t-uuorseu Dy tne raosr
liable Physicians, and it- astonishing curative pow
ers attested by th jusanda who have used it.
it D a -are. quick remedy lor all diseases oi th.
LVaary Organs existing In male or temale, frrita
tion or nrtaminatlon of Kidneys or Bladder,' iravei,
I> abetea. Reddish Sediment in Vrine Thick, Clou.G
L'rlne, Mucous ami Involun'.ary Discharges iron.
Urethra, Retention or Incontinence- of Print
Chrouic Catarrh ot Bladder, and a!! « hronf MaK
rim
dies ol the
.enital Organs.
For sule by ill Druggists um\ Dealer* m Medielru-

for twenty five years I have suffered with >crotula
Have paid out bun
and Salt Rheum, or Tetter.
dreds of dollars, and been treated b> several firstclass physicians without benefit. Some four weeks
ago, I commenced using the University Medicines.
At the time my forehead and head were covered with
sores and scaliness of the skin; also my tongue was
covered with 9mall ulcers. I am to-day free from
all the above troubles, and can heartily recommend
these medicines to the afflicted.
S. C. MI NSKY
Chestnut St.
1*70.
Portland, Jan.
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This may certify that 1 had been -uttering with
the‘•Rheumatism, ’tor five months, and at that time
it seized my right flip and leg dowu to the loot.
This the physicians called “Sciatic.
I tried many
kinds ot highly recommended medicines which I
took for the blood. Still I got no relref tor seven
months more, ull the time doing my best, with as
good advisers as we have in our city. Finally l called at the New York University Branch, and the
proprietor said he could help me. So 1 commenced
on his medicine, and in four weeks
thought I lelf
was able to leave my
relief, and In eight weeks
cane at home, and have been well up to this time
DAVID KEA/KR.
tfiree months have passed.
Portland, Aug. 2d, 1*70.
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Dr. Staples -One bottle ol your extract of
Cancer Plant cured my little boy ol Scrofula ot 15
months standing. It I should write all day I could
not give a full idea of his sufferings.
We employed
five physicians without relief.
Ills sores ure all
healed and he appears perfectly well. We think ii
is u wonderful cure. Several of our friends are tuk
Ing the medicine with good success.
Mrs. WM. J. IT Wi
Old fown Sept. l. ls7u.

on

I I
5
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PromptlyarAn^.,.Jiir4tBii

South Pari-, Feb.
1-s l,
Dp.. ST.vfo es Dear Sir:— The medicine
got at
your place, Jan. 2d, has done wonders ior me. it is
all j’ou recommend it to be.
You may make any use of the above you thick
Yours truly,
SETH MORSE.
proper.
The above case has been Heated for the past tour
years by different physicians for cancer.
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COKJS, MEAL, OATS AND HYE I

July 18, 1s7l,

About a year ago, 1 was so badly affected with
Kidney Disease and general debility, that I could
scarcely attend to my business. I took a few bottles
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STEAM-MILL CO.,
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charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly confidential, and n.l may rely on him with
the strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may
be the disease, condition or situation ot any one,
married or single.
Medicines ser.t by Mall and Express to all parts ot
the United States.
All letters re quiring advice must contain one dollar to insure h answer.
Address I)K I Dix, No. cl Endlcott Street, Boston, Mass.
Boston, .lur. 1, lsTl -’ yr.

l.eiier.

An certain Individuals have reported that the abovr
certilicate is lalse and my disease a bad us ever, I
wish to say, at the time 1 gave the abo\ e certilicate,
the story was not halt told. In addition to the above
my leg and back were covered with sores. I am now
well and feel at least twenty years younger than I
did before taking the remedies.
My advice to the afflicted Is to give the medicine a
trial and not to be deterred by the cry ot humbug. It
cured me, it has cured many others. 1 believe the
extract ot cancer plant will cure any Mood disease
In existence.
8. C. Ml'NSKY, .'7 Chestnut Street.
Portland, June, 1870.
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that it is contained in their nostrums, so that the
usual toe” may »e obtained lor professedly curing,
the dollar,” or fraction of it,' may be obtained for the nostium. It Is thus that many a.
teceived, also, and spend large amounts for experi
ments with quackery,
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Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless of the li e and health ot others, there are
those among then who even perjure themselves,
contradicting giving mercury to their patients or
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QUACKS ARE NOT IONORANT.
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elegantly throughout. It
kept n m, ki.r
plan, nnd has ample accomodation To-P-ur h.i?
guests.
The location Is more ace.-*ihi,. to iM j.*»j t .*
York and Brooklyn than uuy other hmi-.
city. The Broadway stages pass the If,*
three minute* besides various line, t str-.
cars,
s. w
one of whi -h Intersects every other rout
York.
It being but two blocks from Fulton
-ink
It convenient tor those wishing to visit ttu
o'
Churches," as trom this Ferry diverge all th
clpul railroad routes In the city ot Brooklyn

Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor,
knowing no other remedy, he relies upon Mlk« kv
and gives It to all Us patients, in Pills, Drops, &e.,
bo the Nostrum-maker, equally ignorant, adds to
his so-called Extracts,Specifics, Antidote, &c.,both
relying upon its ef! ?cts iu curing a few in a hundred,
It is trumpeted iu various wavs throughout the land
but, alas: nothing is said of the balance, some of
whom die, others grow worse and are left fo linger
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J mouth, win b-* placed upon Interest over,
month, except May ana November and lateres'
computed upon the same in June and December.
Deposit* received dally at t-P Bulking Hoorn

Tit: VP. ri i.r.jv F'KRP.y NFW YOKK
fhis well known «nd favorite Hotel has

physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by

ami sutler for months or years, until relieved
cured, it possible, by competent physiciaus.

hie

ttf

NOSTRUM-MAKERS.

I have been troubled with Scrotuiu all my lifetime,
and Neuralgia in the head for seven years, and have
consulted good physiciaus from Maine to New Y ork
without any benefit whatever. I have taken six
bottles of the cancer plant, end one and one-half ol
the Neuralgia Elixir, and a little of some other kinds,
and J now feel better than I ever was before In my
life. I cannot say with Mr. Munsey, that I feel
twenty years ycuuger, being only twenty-eight, but
can say
never felt so young to my knowledge in
my lite,
Mrs. A. (J. W. FOSTER, Wilton, M.
arvuied
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A penny saved

Also

M

Belfast Savings Bank

Cor. FULTON ANO WATER STS.

quacks

through false certificates and relerences.and recommendations ot their medicines by the dead, who
cannot expose or contradict them
or who, besides,
to further their impositious, copy from medical
books, much that is written of the qualities and effects of different herbs and plants, and ascribe all
the same to their Pills. Extracts, Specifics, &e,,
most of which, it not uil,contalu Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of Its “curing everything,'
but now known to
kill more than is cured,” and
those not killed, constitutionally injured for life.

For five years I have sufl'ered with catarrh, a bad
consumptive cough and pain In my left side. I had
employed several physicians and have paid them
over $150 without the least benefit.
1 have used $6
worth of the University Medicines, and am relieved
from the above troubles.
JOHN .SHAW, West Com’l St., Port laud, Me.
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April '0, is;
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Now

United States Hotel,

QUA( K NOSTRUM-MAKFKS.
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hand

POTTER, General Agents,

H awlilnirtuii Street,
s||N Prop r.
BMSK-,
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A GREAT MEDICAL

nature and chamct*: ol
nnd less to their cure.
Some exSpecial
hibit lorgeu
Diplomas of 1 natktutlon» ..r vj...up.m
which never existed in any part ol the wor'd ; others exhibit Diplomas of the Dead, how obtained,
unknown ; not only assuming and advertising in
names ot those inserted lu the diplomas, but to tur, ther their
imposition assume names of the celebrat:

BUT ALL
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who know but little ot the
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Dear Mk\ Flood:—I think it my
duty to address you with a few lines stating my cure with your
wouderlul catarrh specific.
1 have been afflicted
with catarrh ever slnceaehildand have spent a great
deal ot money among our first doctors, amt have
tried everything I heard ot without obtaining any
relief. I urn cured by using your Catarrh Specific.
I am willing to answer all enquiries.
Mrs. I.. A. BUTTERFIELD, Watervflle, Me.

*

and native

FOREIGN

eased organ
l’he weed from which this Balm
nwde was illcovered by a wed known
professional gentleman <
Boston, upon tin* prairie* in the great valley of
Mississippi, through ,ttu Instinct of horse.- utlthneo.
with the heuv. -. oid is therefore strictly n jrrt*-v
Natural Bemedy. He cured himself of consumption
when pronounced incurable by the be.-t physician
In Boston, and now, after fifteen years of nearly on
interrupted health, confidently recommend* It to ?t.
When used in connection with the 1‘raLri
pul'll
Weed Balsam, it has proved itself an unfailing rein
edv for al! consumptive didleultic*. Send for C’lt
culm,
I’Ull’I-.. ji|f;»o, INCLUDIN'! IMIAI KH

I VO

Trunks, Valises, and Travelling

be not robbed and add to your sufferings In being
deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresent'd Seas,
false promises, nud pretentions ot

ed

Findings constantly

DR. DIX

Bellas'

Some three months ago 1 wus persuaded by my
wile to take the University Medicines. My health
and mind was so badly affected that my friends became alarmed tor my safety.
In a week after commencing to take the Medicine, I felt great relief. I
am now as well as any other man. My wife has been
for a long time afflicted with disease that has baffled
the skill Of our best physicians some of which pronounced her case incurable. Under treatment of the
University Medicines, her health has greatly improved. Any one doubting, will plense call at No. d
Lincoln street, or at repair shop Grand Trunk
GEORGE KINGSBURY.
Depot.
Portland, Aug. r., 1871.
at

all kiDd o;

AFFLICTED AND UNI ORTl NATE

of Cures.

University Medieiues

ud

cians -many
because ot his acknowledged skill and reputation.
at‘
ned through so long experience, practice, and
ot '.rvatiou.

1 have been afflicted with Scrolulaaud Salt Rheum
all my life. I have been under treatment of eleven
(miss called) physicians, and all the time grew worse.
No tongue can tell what my sufferings were, with
catarrh, diseased lungs, a fearful cough, my limbs,
wrist and hand running sores, no appetite, badly
diseased incidental to my sex. Though
young, I felt
t jat life was a burden to mo. In thi9 dreadtul condition, through the advice of a friend, I called on
the proprietor of the New York University Medicines. He told me my case was doubtful, but would
do the best he could, I commenced taking his medicines April 17th, and am lree from the above
troubles.
Mrs. HENRY JONES,
July 10.1871.
Westbrook, Me.

To the Agent of

A
to Professors and respectable Physiot whom consult him lu critical cases,

1

BALM.

WFFKS

Street,

Sole & Upper Leather.
Cali Skins, spills, Lasts,

proudly reler*

would be useless.
CATARRH, (the mother of consumption, Scrof
ula, bait Rheum, aud many other diseases hitherto
considered Incurable, readily yield undt-r treatment
ot the University Medicines.
FEMALE DISEASES treated with
perfect sue
cess.
Having treated over two hundred cases within
the last three months, I consider it safe to warrant
a
periect cure to 90 cases out of everyone hundred
without cauterization or the least
exposure.
SPERMATORRHOEA, the greatest destroyer of
humanity on the lace of the Globe. How many bewail the Ions
precious vitality without having the
slightest idea of the cause, their manhood is daily
vanishing and they are gliding Into a state ot hopeless decay. I have treated over live hundred cases
ot this malady within six months with the University Medicines with perfect success.
Persons afflicted with diseases will please call or
send and get a book (free), wherein they will find
their diseases explained, and necessary remedies.
Address
PKLEU STAPLES,
*iS0 Congress St,, Portland, M»-.

stand,
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WEED

i-'oi: ixii.m.atiov
fho method 't treating Diseases of the
i.uugAsthma, Catarrh, and ul! tubercular adcction*. I,
Inhalation, is an acknowledged success. By inhabit
the vaporlfrom the Baltn every cell or alveole id thevery bronchial tube, is renebed; tt.
j'mgs.j-andj
hmgt arc expanded, aud the healing qualities <»t tti
weed are
brought into direct action noon the ti

>

TRAVELLERS.

STRANGERS AND

the old

it

PRAIRIE

where may be found a very large and well select' .i
stock of the above articles, embracing about .erv
variety atul stvle In the Market. He Invites tils J
customers ami all others In want oi anything la t>.
SHOE line to give tum u call b.-iore p: nbj.
A good stock of

To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and na
tive quacks, more numerous in Boston than in oth r

university Medicines were introduced into this .State.
Notwithstanding the opposition lrom the Faculty,
the sale is daily increasing. Thousands of cert Ideates
can be presented it
necessary, but it the following
are not sufficient to
satisfy the most sceptical, lo.ono
additional

»

Royal

Maine anil

and one-ball years siuce

GRADUATE PHY^KIAX

TWENTY YEARS

ones

Point, Va., who resides in the outskirts
of the city, saw, late at night a fire in the

CHICAGO

one

REGULAR

TITR ONLY

The subscriber Is still

i\o. 3 fill BLOCK,

engaged in treatment of Special Disease-*, a tact ho
we are known to many Citizens, Publishers, Mer
chants, Hotei Proprietors, Ac., that b. D much re
commended, and particularly to

«$r*Agents wanted in every town In the Sute.jfe*

“I have two pair of calfskin boots, both
inveterate squeakers, which 1 have worn
for a year
I tried all the known remedies, as greasing the soles, driving in
pegs arid nails, soaking them in water
and wearing them til! dry, but without
success. At length a
happy thought struck
me.
With a rag. I saturated the insoles
with kerosene oil; and Eureka ci glory!
O hallelujah the thinnest pair gave in at
once, and the other pair after the second
application. Sextons and ushers will
please make a note of this, and ever
cherish, with greatful remembrance, the
name of the diseoverer.”
.Tones.

nights

of

TO

Bools, Shoes, Rubbers A'e.

ADVERTISING IN BOSTON.

Xev» BruonwUk

nights

lew

heis

Congress Hall,
P E L E Or STA P E E S

American should be of interest to those
who “come late and go home early” lec

A

Agv.

Under

Sqleakixg Boots The following item
from a correspondent to the Scientific

THE LADIES.—The celebrated DR. L. DIX
particularly Invites all Ladies who need a Medicul or Surgical adviser to cal! at his Rooms, L'l
Endtcott St., Boston, Maas., which they will find
arranged for their special accommodation.
DR, DIX having devoted over twenty .ears to
this particnlar branch ot the treatment of all diseases peculiar to females, is uow conceded
by all,
(both in this country ami Europe,) that he excelall other kuown practicioners in the safe,
speed v
and effectual treatment of all female complaints.
His medicines are prepared with the express
purpose of removing all diseases, such as debility,
weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargement of
the womb, also discharges which flow from a morbid state of the blood. The Doctor is now fully
prepared to treat in his peculiar style, both medically and surgloally, nil diseases of the female sex,
and they are respectfully invited to call at
Ifo. 21 Emlirott Sit., IBo«ton,
All letters requiring advice rmi-d contain one do 1lar to Insure an answer.
Boston, Jan. 1«ri t yr.

boldly asserts, (and It cannot be contradicted, except by quacks, who will say or do auything, ev en
perjure themselves, to Impose upon patients, that

2.',o’cOX«RESS ST.. PORTLY NO.

BR.\\Cfl OFFICE,

OFFICE,

NfVeet, B««tou,

Iffaai.
is so arranged that patients never see or hear each
other. Recollect, the only entrance to his office Is
Wo. 41, having no connection with his residence,
consequently no family interruption, so that on uo
account can any person hesitate applying at his
office,
DR. 1)1 X

T H E

dandling

time

I

SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,

■

■

OUU DIX

:

field in the rear of his residence, and in
company with a friend went to learn its
He found a full grown negro
purpose.
cooking a black cat in a kettle which lie
had stolen from the house. The negro
-♦
♦>
had cut off one leg of his unmentionables,
placed the black cat therein alive, lied
BEST
•Parson Allen, that was a ten dollar both ends of the improvised sack, and put
bill I gave you !”
in the sack and was boiling it in a brisk
Ves, so 1 perceived; you arc very gen- tire. I pon making inquiry as to the oberous.
It is not often that 1 receive so ject which he had in view, he said that lie
ed severity, if large a fee. A comfortable thing it is to had been told that, if he would cook a
have
a bauk note in one’s
v\
pocket.” And black cat alive and eat it, it would not
.lav-of December are an exthen gave some amusing illustrations of only make him lucky at cards, but give
vdi:i! i- to c.ime
It will be reand
another ten minutes of I him nine lives ; and, having nine lives, lie
selfishness,
J
i'\ Ar tic winter followed
would be proof against deni dar dreaful
M ’i- ova
The bitter winds precious time was consumed.
the
Again
groom ventured to remind Kukluxers.
mini' of the Rocky Mounthe parson that he had not returned the
ting ! ast. stopping at no
he expected, and lie hesitatinglv
Too Bad. The following little story is
<
ago they are met by change
sn
sted—
sold less than they can be had at any store
very neatly’ told by a Danbury paper
that have been gamboirhaps you did not think that the
Friday afternoon a young lady sitting at in Belfast no matter how low the price.
m'-.r
inland sea. and if it
bill 1 handed you for your services was a front window, tossing in her hand wiiat
_riit til s,»rt> of uncanny
might have been a ball of white yarn, at0
heard.
Sometimes the ton, did you. Parson Allen ?”
Five Linen
"<>h, yes, I noticed that it was: and 1 tracted the attention ot a middle-aged chap
o
k
Down J last Yankee,
assure you I have not been so
*n
agreeably on the street, whose gallantry promptis-paid to it. Again it
I always ed him to hold up his hands to caeth.
•
wonian whose children surprised lor a long time!
think on such occasions that the husband The interest she displayed in hurling it
-i i. thered
v the tlames.
At
i. tkc Michigan groans like lias an appreciative regard for his worthy j down to him was no deeper than that lie
!
n
Then the poor suf- partner, and I presume that yon regard showed in patching it, although as several
ij<-nv
wife
who saw the performance charitable re- for 21 ft i.
now is, worth at least ten
that
your
:
:
Tin* cabins creep closer i
;
dollars, and I doubt it you would have marked. no one could have known that
!
-v have
only the small end tiic
knot untied for twice the amount, the egg was a bad one.”
-<!*'*Mch ‘ther t » keep
would vou Mr. N ?’’
;---ivt-- warm.
"Not I,” said the non-plussed groom.
-n
thousand cabins ot the
"But is there not a regular fee which the
i in order have been built lor the !
minister is allowed to take for marrying
: ;• taut- of
Chicago exclusive tolks :j”
.t rucks.
at 7 ets.
These cabins are ol the
"Not that ! am aware of,” said the
Wanted.—Agents* make more monui' e om| unpretending character,
at
work
for
us
than
at
else.
liusi
ey
anything
“We always leave the fee to be j
th«- !;■
.aristocratic blood of the parson.
ne.su light and permanent. Particulars free. »< fcr:\
dand Aid Society runs in their fixed upon bv the parties who get mar- son & Co., Fine Art Publishers. Portland, .Maine,
tic cabin, all alone in its misery, ried
me relation to the barrack
A College Lark.
■wi
■iaii1 liont
ill a respeetaN"» ^ >rk does to the wretchhost -t x k in the citv at reduced
The
lollowing capital story is told I >v A lull and complete history «»( Chicago, her past, The
J
ni wiii; expipssly to shelter the
•'one who knows,” of Doctor Maxcev,
present and future. With graphic sc nes, incidents
prices.
rin- abin symbolizes respecand full details of the disaster, by '. o. 1*. Upton
and cannot fail to amuse our readers, tin ; and
.1. W. Sheahan, editors ot the Chicago Tribune.
’.a*t going out of the tide. one
several of the students of ; With over 400 pages, and TO lllu»irutiou».
occasion,
.:
avc
been built on land
South Carolina College resolved to drag It is now ready for delivery,
1 in-1..re tiie lire or owned by
Send $1.00 for out
A ft cure 14/AklTi.n
the Doctoi’s carriage into the woods, and A
il CN I O wf AN I CU« bt and choice oi terif
s
a
l
writ'•••(‘iipanN
large propor- fixed upon a night for the performance of j ritory. Union Publishing Co Chicago, III,, or Phil- Kurt worth reading ami remembering,
men
mid have obtained' the
Pa.
that we sell nine kids for 87 ets per pair.
exploit. One of their number, how- adelphia,
-'i
they would be independ- ever, was troubled with some compuncAlso, 2 imtton kids, every pair warrantH014EII0LD
niCEAZIH'E
li the Chicago Relief and
tious visitings, and managed to convey to lAfftftn’C
Sold in Belfast
fw ilUU O is offered free during the coming year
ed, at 81.21 per pair
ill taki n the funds contri- the
President a hint, that it would to every subscriber of Merry's Museum, th<* Toledo stores at ■$l.r*o
worthy
w h":e
ivilized world and be well for him to secure the door of his Blade, Pomeroy's Democrat, etc.,
:
-t.on of ir to liquidate the
ot its wort7^iinl^)opularity.
carriage house. Instead of (laying any whichT?Tr^nce
small dwellings, the same heed
lioracp Greeley, James Parton, Theodore Tilton,
to this suggestion the Doctor prohave been reached, and the ceeded. on the
appointed night, to the
would have
aeeomplish- carriage house, and ensconced his portly
iniiHint nt good.
Shall we
clubbing, it oilers three tirst-class peri ixJi cals department recently enlarged, and prices
person inside the vehicle. In less than an ! forinthe
store ■! a single cabin 9
No hour some half a dozen
price ol one of them. A variety of premiums
young gentlemen on equally, liberal terms. It is an original, tirst-class in all kinds of Fancy Goods marked down.
i.
engage the brain and
came to his retreat, and
three
We guarantee goods in lids department
cautiously with- magazine. Volume X begins with Jan.
drew the carriage into the road. When
than ever
res*
W •--! n > is,mi ,-i Chicago, on
cheaper
of
the College prethey were fairly out
W shington -t
the broadest and cincts
each
to
with
joke freely
6. b. WoTJTrSewburXSTT-"-"
they began
iv.fibd avenue on that side of the other
by name.
-imated a 1 irge. rnomv brick 1
H4XDM AX1) FACE.
One of them complained of the weight
ifORR FI 1*8, &c., cured at once by the use
a. ;• -11 more than
ordinary pre- of the carriage, and another replied by ot Hegeman’s
Camphor
lee, with Glycerine; keeps
I'- wit lows wear stone caps.
swearing that it was heavy enough to i the hands soft in the coldest weather. See you get
l :-i
ol easy ascent, and alto- !
have the old fellow himself in it. For the genuine. Sold by all Druggists.
ets, per pair.
i. i- me comfortable look of a
nearly a mile they proceeded along the 1
wul: \ whose condition might
ASTHMA.
highway, and then struck into the woods,
i n mmstancps should arise !
:■
A ('erialu and Mpeedt Cure guaranteed,
to a cover which they concluded would I
bend for circulars and testimonials to DK. M. if FK
mention
Want of space
Ml ets.
effectually conceal the vehicle. Making | MANCF., ;>O.I Fulton Av., Brooklyn, N. 'l.
p(.•*!' grOSS.
minute description of this themselves
infinitely merry at the Doctor’s
old yet it can be proved
how
and
and
when
expense,
conjecturing
of Cuba.
Havana
a-r honest officers of the
he would find his carriage, they at length
r. .let and Aid Society that this
$.31t .000 in gold drawn every seventeen days. Prizes
reached the spot where they had resolved
cashed and information furnished bv GEORG K.
c
N
W est Washington street to
leave it. .lust as they were about to DPHAM. Weybosset Street, Providence, R. I.
*
rv cabin and barrack
onep more agreed that :
depart—having
t.
•»
I 'in
10 ets eaeh.
liorse furnished. F.x
Ity, at least it can be •‘the carriage was heavy enough to have |
Af)C A ffO.VTH
wretched cabins and the old Doctor and all his tribe in
penses paid. II. B. SHAW. Allred, Me.
!
it,”—
w
.•
inceived bv tlic Ciiicago
they were startled by the sudden dropping TITAITED, to give away $000,000 worth of
\,d 'of-iety
and this very of one of the
glass door pannels, and the ▼ V Medical Advice to the sick and afflicted. Ad•ul 'Med
the society
shelter well known voice of the Doctor himself dress Dr. S. YORK, Auburn, Maine, or call at his
office, Lewiston, Lincoln Street, you will receive a
t was elrn
itAs
out
ing
plans.
thus addressed them:
book free. See page 12, a report of the late Dr. ».
•i :
K.-liet and Aid Society is
\V. Cari.ton—twenty-four different Medical Baths,
so, young gentlemen, you are goselling at 4*» ets per vfird. Former price
N. B.—A good chance for a Medical student. Apply
date as all corporations, if
to leave me in the woods, are you ? soon.
du ets.
ing
an In traced to-juti West
v
Surely, as you have brought me hither
-I'ect, and just as soon as for
Dropsy, Scrofula, and veyour own gratification, you will not
Shei lan becomes Caliph again refuse to take me back for mine.
j nereal Taint actually cured. Send address with I
Conte, stamp
to Dr. Lane, White Church, Kan., Indian
h
i-hiel of stall’, grand viz■nr
Messrs.-, and-. and- buckle remedis.
neccssarv orders, and
to. and let us return ; it’s getting late!’’
a large variety al cheap priees.
nature will lie razed to
Ul At’K8. A victim
early ludlsThere was no appeal, for the window
cretion, causing nervous debility, premature
a
ground.
I
was raised, and the Doctor resumed his
AN EXAMINATION OF OUR
decay, etc., having tried in vain (very advertised
w a
A
sevn children obtains an
seat. Almost without a word, the dis- I remedy, has discovered a simple means of self-cure,
•:
Address
which he will send to his fellow-sufferers.
largest sized cabin, which ; comlitted young gentlemen took their J.
H. REEVES, 78 Nassau St.. N. V.
•\
twenty-four feet. This or-1 places at the pole, at the hack of the i
-t\ dollar'- worth of lumber is
is earnestly solicited from tlie fart that
if
with
vehicle, and quite as expeditiously,
THIRTY YEARS’ EXPERIENCE
•- luce at
any respectable firm less voice, did
retrace their course.
they
new goods have just arrived, and priees
deal in the article, be- In
IV IMF 1 RKATMKNT <>l
(•pens
silence they dragged the carriage in its j
marked down on the <>)<1 stock.
Tiii- :t-e the man would have
wonted place, and then retreated precipiF choosing where he could get
!
of
the
acto
their
to
dream
rooms,
and make the most tor bis raun- tately
count they must render on the morrow.
i in- ul*
on the
contrary, is made When they had gone, the Doctor quietly j
.a
A PHYSIOLOGICAL YIH1Y OF MARRIAGE.
i-riain yards, where poor misvacated the carriage, and went to his I
umber is made to bring
gre
The cheapest book ever published—containing still continues to attract the attention of
house where he related the story to his
-.n
the best material at other
nearly three hundred pages, and one hundred and the Public. Those in want, of these
family with much glee. lie never called thirty
goods
tine plates and engravings of the anatomy of
V tiie -ante time, it the man
the heroes of that nocturnal expedition to the human organs In a state of health aud disease, can save
a
money hv getting them here.
-ue ground, lie i- obliged
to. give an account, nor was the
with a treatise on early errors, its deplorable conseever
afcarriage
••
|1 <r the whole amount,
Fresh goods received by every steamupon the mind and body, with the author’s
payable at terwards dragged at night into the woods. quences
plan of treatment—the only rational and successful
«-■ 1 'it the year.
A Herman by the
mode of cure, as shown by a report of eises treated. er.
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